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Abstract
SOME ENHANCEMENT METHODS FOR BACKTRACKING-SEARCH IN
SOLVING MULTIPLE PERMUTATION PROBLEMS
by
Tayfun Pay
Adviser: Professor James L. Cox
In this dissertation, we present some enhancement methods for backtracking-
search in solving multiple permutation problems. Some well-known NP-complete
multiple permutation problems are Quasigroup Completion Problem and Sudoku.
Multiple permutation problems have been getting a lot of attention in the liter-
ature in the recent years due to having a highly structured nature and being a
challenging combinatorial search problem. Furthermore, it has been shown that
many real-world problems in scheduling and experimental design take the form
of multiple permutation problems. Therefore, it has been suggested that they can
be used as a benchmark problem to test various enhancement methods for solving
constraint satisfaction problems. Then it is hoped that the insight gained from
studying them can be applied to other hard structured as well as unstructured
problems. Our supplementary and novel enhancement methods for backtracking-
search in solving these multiple permutation problems can be summarized as
follows:
We came up with a novel way to encode multiple permutation problems and
then we designed and developed an arc-consistency algorithm that is tailored
towards this modeling. We implemented five versions of this arc-consistency al-
gorithm where the last version eliminates almost all of the possible propagation
redundancy. Then we introduced the novel notion of interlinking dynamic vari-
able ordering with dynamic value ordering, where the dynamic value ordering is
iv
also used as a second tie-breaker for the dynamic variable ordering. We also pro-
posed the concept of integrating dynamic variable ordering and dynamic value
ordering into an arc-consistency algorithm by using greedy counting assertions.
We developed the concept of enforcing local-consistency between variables from
different redundant models of the problem. Finally, we introduced an embarrass-
ingly parallel task distribution process at the beginning of the search.
We theoretically proved that the limited form of the Hall’s theorem is enforced
by our modeling of the multiple permutation problems. We showed with our em-
pirical results that the “fail-first” principle is confirmed in terms of minimizing
the total number of explored nodes, but is refuted in terms of minimizing the
depth of the search tree when finding a single solution, which corroborates with
previously published results. We further showed that the performance (total num-
ber instances solved at the phase transition point within a given time limit) of a
given search heuristic is closely related to the underlying pruning algorithm that is
being employed to maintain some level of local-consistency during backtracking-
search. We also extended the previously established hypothesis, which stated that
the second peak of hardness for NP-complete problems is algorithm dependent,
to second peak of hardness for NP-complete problems is also search-heuristic
dependent. Then we showed with our empirical results that several of our en-
hancement methods on backtracking-search perform better than the constraint
solvers MAC-LAH and Minion as well as the SAT solvers Satz and MiniSat for
previously tested instances of multiple permutation problems on these solvers.
v
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1 Introduction
In this dissertation, we present some supplementary and novel enhancement
methods to improve backtracking-search in solving specific constraint satisfaction
problems that are called multiple permutation problems. Some well-known NP-
complete multiple permutation problems are Quasigroup Completion Problem,
also referred to as Latin Squares [C84], and Sudoku [YS03]. Multiple permuta-
tion problems have been getting a lot of attention in the literature in the recent
years [GS02a, DDC03, W01, HSW04, ABFGM06, KRAGSS01] due to having a
highly structured nature and being a challenging combinatorial search problem.
Furthermore, it has been shown that many real-world problems in scheduling and
experimental design take the form of multiple permutation problems. Therefore, it
has been suggested in [GS02b, ADDFM04, ABFGM11] that they can be used as a
benchmark problem to test various enhancement methods for solving constraint
satisfaction problems. Then it is hoped that the insight gained from studying
them can be applied to other hard structured as well as unstructured problems.
Our supplementary and novel enhancement methods for backtracking-search in
solving these multiple permutation problems can be summarized as follows:
1) We introduce the concept of natural combined model for encoding a multiple
permutation problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. A multiple permu-
tation problem is formulated as a 3D Boolean matrix in the natural combined
model, where the redundant-models coexist simultaneously and 6= constraints are
enforced on the pairs of variables of each redundant-model independently. The
3D Boolean matrix encoding collapses the dual variables of the redundant mod-
els such that an assignment to any variable immediately implies assignments to
the respective variables in all of the possible redundant models of the problem.
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Additionally, a domain reduction of any variable immediately implies a domain
reduction of the respective variables in all of the possible redundant models of the
problem. Our natural combined model can be viewed as a hybrid in between the
minimal combined model that was introduced in [S01] that encodes the problem
as a constraint satisfaction problem and enforces channeling constraints among
the variables of the redundant models of the problem; and the 3D model that
was introduced in [KRAGSS01] that encodes the problem as a Boolean satisfia-
bility problem and enforces at least and at most constraints among the Boolean
variables. Furthermore, we show that the limited form of the Hall’s Theorem
is enforced by our natural combined model, which implies that we get as much
pruning power as with channeling constraints.
2) Whenever redundant modeling was employed to formulate a given constraint
satisfaction problem in [CLW96, CCHLW99, DDC03, ADDFM04, ABFGM06],
channeling constraints were used to connect as well as to propagate the con-
straints among the various redundant models of the problem. It has been shown
in [W01, S01, HSW04] that employing channeling constraints is superior to em-
ploying 6= constraints between pairs of variables of a single model. Even though,
it has been theoretically shown in [W01, HSW04] that channeling constraints
enforce a weaker form of local-consistency than alldifferent constraints, it has
been also empirically shown in [S01, HSW04] that they are still competitive. Fur-
thermore, the arc-consistency (or generalised arc-consistency) algorithms that are
built into the given constraint solvers are not necessarily designed nor developed
to be used with redundantly modeled problems. It has been reported that prob-
lems modeled with channeling constraints create propagation redundancy. This
issue was examined in [CLS03a, CLS03b, CLS07], where they show how chan-
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neling constraints create propagation redundancy. In addition, it has been also
implied that when 6= constraints are enforced between the pairs of variables of
each redundant model independently, even more propagation redundancy occurs.
Therefore, we first develop our own forward-checking algorithm, called the redun-
dantly modeled forward-checking algorithm and then we extend this notion to an
arc-consistency algorithm, called the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algo-
rithm. Both of these algorithms are specifically designed for the natural combined
model, which enforces 6= constraints between pairs of variables of each redun-
dant model independently. Then we develop five renditions of our algorithm,
where each implementation employs an additional optimization method to re-
duce consistency-checks or propagation redundancy as well as other optimization
methods that find local-inconsistencies sooner.
3) We also explore the “fail-first” principle of [HE80] for multiple permutation
problems in terms of the total number of explored search nodes and the depth
of the search tree. We show with our empirical results that using the“fail-first”
principle is confirmed in terms of minimizing the total number of explored search
nodes and is refuted in terms of minimizing the depth of the search tree when
finding a single solution, which corroborates with the results in [BPW05] and
[SG98]. Furthermore, we show that to reduce the depth of the search tree when
finding a single solution, some type of a filtering/pruning algorithm needs to be
employed during backtracking-search.
4) We develop the notion of integrating dynamic-variable and value ordering
heuristics into an arc-consistency algorithm, which was first proposed in [HH00]
with a probabilistic heuristic. We integrate two greedy dynamic variable and value
ordering heuristics that employ counting assertions and study their improvement
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to backtracking-search when solving multiple permutation problems. We empiri-
cally show that the notion of hardness of a given multiple permutation problem
between our two algorithms is discrepant at the phase-transition point as well as
at the heavy-tail region. In essence, we show that the second phase-transition, as
studied in [HW94, GW94, ML96, SK96, GSCK00], is also algorithm dependent
for multiple permutation problems, which was shown to be the case for some
NP-Complete problems in [CDSSV00, SV01]. We actually extend this hypothe-
sis and show that the second phase-transition is also search heuristic dependent.
This eventually lead us to create a version that runs both of our algorithms con-
currently in parallel, which solved more instances at the phase-transition point
and also mitigated the heavy-tail region, which was shown to be exploitable in
[HO05, HO06]. For Sudoku puzzles of order 4 and 5, this algorithm performs bet-
ter on our test-bed than the algorithms in [L07, C06, CM11] on their test-bed.
Also, for 3D Sudoku puzzles of order 3, this algorithm performs better on our
test-bed than the algorithms in [WL10, WM11] on their test-bed.
5) We propose a family of interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuris-
tics for any type of a constraint satisfaction problem, where these heuristics take
into consideration not only the constraints imposed on the variable, but also
the values in it’s domain when choosing the next variable to instantiate. Thus,
additional ties after employing the SD heuristic and some type of a dynamic
variable ordering heuristic, are broken by the dynamic value ordering heuristic.
The enhancement that these heuristics contribute to backtracking-search for mul-
tiple permutation problems are examined in conjunction with the SD heuristic
of [HE80], the VDOM+ heuristic of [DDC03], the Dom+Deg heuristic of [B79]
as well as the Dom/Deg heuristic of [FS94]. We empirically show that a cou-
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ple of our interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics perform superior
to the aforementioned dynamic variable, and dynamic value ordering heuristics
while maintaining various local-consistency measures during backtracking-search.
6) We design and develop redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms
for multiple permutation problems. These algorithms enforce local-consistencies
among variables from different redundant models of the problem. One of these
redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms uses a local-consistency mea-
sure that is like the one employed by the generalised arc-consistency algorithm
for alldifferent constraints [R94]. Whereas the other redundantly modeled hybrid-
consistency algorithm employs a local-consistency measure that is inherently dif-
ferent. Nonetheless, both of these algorithms were inspired by the reduction-rules
described in [B07] that are used by humans to solve multiple permutation prob-
lems. Finally, we design and develop a combined redundantly modeled hybrid-
consistency algorithm that employs both of these algorithms.
7) It has become common place for computers to be equipped with multi-core
processors. Thus we propose an embarrassingly parallel task distribution process
at the beginning of the search, which can be perceived as an alternate to back-
jumping, random restarts and/or learning methodologies for solving constraint
satisfaction problems with backtracking-search. We also show that if the dynamic
variable and dynamic value ordering heuristic is effective enough than this method
is indeed very rewarding.
At first, we duplicated the experimental setup that was first used in [L07]
and later replicated in [C06, CM11, WL10, WM11] for Sudoku puzzles of var-
ious orders and types. The initial experiments were performed using these in-
stances. Then Prof. Carles Mateu, one of the authors of the papers [ABFGM06,
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ABFGM11], which in fact empirically proved that Sudoku is much harder than
the Quasigroup Completion Problem, provided us with the instances they used
in their experimental analysis. They employed the constraint solvers MAC-LAH
of [ADDFM04] and the Minion of [GJM06] with one of these test-beds, where
our methods performed much better than both of these constraint solvers.1 Fur-
thermore, they employed the sat solvers Satz of [L97] and Mini-SAT of [ES03]
with three of these test-beds. Our methods performed better than Satz for two
of these test-beds. Our also methods performed relatively the same compared to
Mini-SAT for the same two test-beds. Our methods also fails to perform well with
a test-bed that is hard to compute for both sat solvers.
1 However, there is no control of the efficiency of the coding nor implementation. Their algorithms
might have performed better or worse if they were also coded by us.
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1.1 Phase-Transition
Numerous approaches of solving NP-Complete problems have been proposed in
the literature during the last four decades. Some of these approaches fall under
the category of metaheuristics, such as simulated annealing, hill climbing, parti-
cle swarm optimization, tabu search and genetic algorithms. And some of these
approaches are enhancement methods for backtracking-search such as dynamic
variable ordering heuristics, dynamic value ordering heuristics, constraint prop-
agation algorithms, backumping techniques and random restarts. However, for
the generalized version of any NP-Complete problem, there exists a certain set
of instances at a given density that are inherently difficult to solve by any of the
aforementioned approaches. In other words, as the density of constraintness of a
given NP-Complete problem goes from less constrained to more constrained, there
exists a point where it gets exceptionally hard to solve the given NP-Complete
problem by any approach. During 1990’s, the AI community acquired the termi-
nology “phase-transition” from the natural sciences to explain the easy-hard-less
hard nature of these NP-complete problems. In the AI context, easy implies poly-
nomial time solvable whereas hard implies exponential time solvable.
1.2 Backtracking-search
A lot of the problems that we encounter in life could be defined as a constraint
satisfaction problem, such as the map (graph) coloring problem. For example,
we are given the map of the United States and we are asked to color each state
with one of the four colors from the following set of colors: {Blue, Orange, Red,
Green} such that no adjacent state has the same color. The formulation of this
“map-coloring” problem as a constraint satisfaction problem is as follows. The
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“variables” are the states, the “domains” of the variables are the four possible
colors and the “constraints” are that each adjacent state on the map cannot have
the same color. Whenever we assign a color to a given state, we need to make
sure that the assignment is “consistent” by checking to see that no adjacent state
is assigned the same color. We have reached a “solution” when we have assigned
a color to each state such that all of the constraints between all of the states are
“consistent.”
Let’s formally define constraint satisfaction problem. A given constraint satis-
faction problem has a set V of variables {V1, V2, ..., Vn}, a set D of domains for
each of these variables {D1, D2, ..., Dn} and a set C of constraints, {C1, C2, ..., Cm}
among these variables. The constraints among the variables indicate what values
can be assigned from their respective domains. A new state is reached whenever
a new assignment is made to some variable. A given state is consistent if none
of the assignments made thus far do not violate any constraints. A solution to
a given constraint satisfaction problem assigns a value to each of the variables
from their respective domains such that all of the constraints are satisfied. A
constraint satisfaction problem is normalized if any given two constraints do not
involve the same set of variables. A constraint satisfaction problem is binary if
all of the given constraints involve two variables.
There are three major approaches in solving constraints satisfaction problems:
backtracking-search, dynamic programming and local-search. We will summarize
backtracking-search and it’s respective enhancement techniques that have been
rigorously studied in the literature. Let’s begin by reviewing backtracking-search
for constraint satisfaction problems. Given a set of variables V with their respec-
tive domains D and constraints C among these variables. Then starting from the
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first variable V1, we lexicographically go through each variable and do the follow-
ing until either all of the variables have been instantiated with a value that is
consistent with all of the constraints (Solution); or all of the possible variable and
value combinations have been exhausted (No Solution): 1) We extend the cur-
rent partial assignment by lexicographically instantiating the next value in the
current variable’s domain that has not yet been instantiated, Vi ← Dj. If there is
no value left that has not yet been instantiated, then we go back to the previous
partial assignment unless we are at variable V1, which indicates that there does
not exists a solution. 2) Then we execute a consistency check to make sure that
the assignment made to variable Vi is consistent with all of the constraints. If
there exists a variable that is in conflict with the assignment made to variable
Vi, then we go back to 1) and we try a different value for variable Vi. On the
other hand, if there does not exists a conflict and Vi was the last variable left to
be instantiated, then we have found a solution. Otherwise, we extend the partial
solution by lexicographically moving on to the next variable, namely Vi+1.
1.3 Enhancement methods for backtracking-search
1.3.1 Constraint propagation
A naive backtracking-search does not propagate the constraints after a value
has been instantiated to the selected variable. In other words, the uninstan-
tiated variables that are constrained with the instantiated variable would still
have values in their domains that are in conflict with the instantiated vari-
able. Thus pruning\filtering the domains of the uninstantiated variables that
are constrained with the instantiated variable can tremendously improve the
backtracking-search by discovering local-inconsistencies much earlier. There are
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several methods that have been proposed in the literature that maintain different
levels of local-consistency during backtracking-search.
A simple but subtle way to propagate constraints was proposed in [HE80] as
“forward-checking.” Whenever a value is instantiated to a variable from their re-
spective domains, [V1 ← DV1j ] during backtracking-search, the forward-checking
algorithm removes all of the conflicting values from the domains of all of the unin-
stantiated variables that are constrained with the instantiated variable,
[(∀(Vc)
constrained⇐=====⇒ V1) ∧ (∀(DVcj ) ∈ DVc if (V1 ← D
V1
j
inconsistent←−−−−−→ Vc ← DVcj )
then (DVc
remove−−−−→ DVcj )]. The forward checking algorithm also confirms that the
resulting domains of these uninstantiated variables do not become empty, since
otherwise there exists a local-inconsistency, which implies that the given partial
solution cannot be extended to a solution for the given constraint satisfaction
problem.
A more advanced method to propagate constraints than the forward-checking
algorithm was proposed in [M77] as the arc-consistency algorithm. A pair of vari-
ables that have a constraint between them are said to be arc-consistent, if all of the
values in their respective domains are consistent with each other with the given
constraint(s), [(∀(DV1j ) ∈ DV1 ∧ ∀(D
V1
i ) ∈ DV2 , (V1 ← D
V1
j
consistent←−−−−→ V2 ← DV2i ))].
Then an arc-consistency algorithms extends this notion to all of the possible pair
of variables that have a constraint between them in the given constraint satis-
faction problem. In essence, a given arc-consistency algorithm works just like a
forward-checking algorithm during backtracking-search. It first removes all of the
values that are in conflict with the instantiated value from the domains of the
uninstantiated variables that are constrained with the instantiated variable. Then
the arc-consistency algorithm checks to see that the domains of these uninstan-
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tiated variables are not empty, since otherwise there exists a local-inconsistency.
However, unlike the forward checking algorithm, the arc-consistency algorithm
also checks to see that the uninstantiated variables whose domains have been
reduced still possess values that are consistent with all of their other constraints.
This is accomplished by putting all of the “arcs” that are associated with the
variables whose domains have been reduced into a list. The list is processed se-
quentially and updated dynamically whenever another value is removed from the
domain of some variable. That is, if a value associated with a given “arc” is no
longer satisfied, then that value is removed from the domain of the respective
variable and all of the “arcs” associated with that variable are put into the list
as well. A given arc-consistency algorithm usually checks if a given variable’s do-
main has been reduced to one, |DV1i |
?
= 1 and instantiates that variable with that
value. In any case, the given arc-consistency algorithm performs this processes
until the list is empty and there does not exist any variable with a domain size
of one in the given constraint satisfaction problem. It is also common place to
use an arc-consistency algorithm to propagate the constraints before invoking a
backtracking-search, which is called preprocessing.
There has been a lot of effort put into reducing the worst-case time complexity
of the arc-consistency algorithm. A naive arc-consistency algorithm, such as AC2
as described in [M77], does not maintain a list of arcs, but it rather goes through
all of the arcs whenever a domain reduction has been performed. On the other
hand, the arc-consistency algorithm we encapsulated in the previous paragraph
does keep such a list and is called AC3 in [M77]. However, the wost-case time
complexity of AC3 is not optimal since it might redo the same constraint checks.
As a result, the arc-consistency algorithm AC4 was proposed in [MH86] that
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avoids redoing these unnecessary constraint checks. The worst-case time com-
plexity of AC4 is optimal, theoretically AC4 is better than AC3. However, it has
been empirically shown in [W93] that AC4 always reaches this worst-case bound
and thus in practice AC3 is better than AC4.
One way to further improve AC3 was proposed as implementing propagation
ordering heuristics in [WF92]. One of their heuristics sorts the given list in a way
that the arcs associated with a variable that has a smaller domain is checked
before the arc associated with a variable that has a larger domain. They show
that such propagation ordering heuristics gives a boost to AC3, which was also
supported by the works in [GMPSW97, BHL04]. Other studies in [P92, VDT92,
B94, BFR99, V89, BMFL02, BR01, BRYZ05] propose arc-consistency algorithms
with a certain twist either on the implementation of AC3 or AC4 that improves
the performance for propagating various types of constraints.
A superior level of local-consistency than arc-consistency is path-consistency.
This time a triple of variables are said to be path-consistent if all of the val-
ues in their respective domains are consistent among each other. There are as
many path-consistency algorithms as there are arc-consistency algorithms since
the technique that was developed for the arc-consistency algorithm could easily
be extended to the path-consistency algorithm. However, they are rarely used in
practice or usually used at the beginning of backtracking-search for preprocessing.
Since we are concerned with multiple permutation problems, it is necessary
to mention the different types of constraints that can be enforced among their
variables. A given multiple permutation problem is normalized and binary, if we
are formulating the problem with 6= constraints. In that case, the aforementioned
local-consistency algorithms suffice. However, there is also an alternate way to
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formulate a given multiple permutation problem using the alldifferent constraints.
Let’s take a look at an example to understand what is the difference between
these two approaches. We are given variables V1, V2 and V3 with their respective
domains DV1 = {1, 2}, DV2 = {1, 2} and DV3 = {1, 2, 3}. Let’s first impose the
binary 6= constraint between them, that is V1 6=V2, V1 6=V3 and V2 6=V3. These three
variables are arc-consistent since for each pair of variables there is a support
for all of the values in their domains. Moreover, if we impose the alldifferent
constraint then the given variables are still arc-consistent. However, they are
not generalised arc-consistent because V3 = 1 and V3 = 2 do not have support
in the alldifferent constraint. The underlying difference between arc-consistency
and generalised arc-consistency is that the former holds if the binary constraints
are consistent whereas the latter holds if all of the constraints are consistent
[V01]. In essence, it has been shown empirically in [S01, HSW04] and theoretically
in [W01, HSW04] that enforcing generalised arc-consistency with all different
constraints can do more filtering\pruning than enforcing arc-consistency with 6=
constraints. A special generalised arc-consistency algorithm was developed for the
alldifferent constraint in [R94] that employs methods from graph theory.
Yet another way to achieve arc-consistency for multiple permutation problems
is by employing channeling constraints among the various possible redundant
models of the given problem. We explain modeling approaches in the following
sub-subsection where we formally define redundant-modeling.
1.3.2 Dual view points \ Redundant modeling
A given constraint satisfaction problem can be modeled more than one way, which
was first realized in [G92] as dual view points. We previously formulated the map-
coloring problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. In that formulation, the
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variables were the states and the domains were the four possible colors that those
states could be colored. In the dual view point, the variables become the four
colors and where they can be placed, and the domains become the states. This
theory was further developed in [CLW96] where the phrase “redundant modeling”
was coined for this concept. Perhaps this can be briefly described in the sense of
[CLW96] as follows:
“... We define CSP model and model redundancy formally, and show
how mutually redundant models can be combined and connected using chan-
neling constraints. The combined model contains the original but redundant
models as sub-models. Channeling constraints allow the sub-models to co-
operate during constraint-solving by propagating constraints freely amongst
the sub-models. This extra level of pruning and propagation activities be-
comes the course of execution speedup ...”
For example, the nurse rostering problem is redundantly modeled in [CLW96].
In the first model of the problem, the shifts are allocated to the nurses. Then in
the second model of the problem, the nurses are allocated to the shifts. Their ex-
perimental results show that the hard cases for either of these redundant-models
were easier to solve when the two models were connected via channeling con-
straints, which allowed them to achieve extra level of pruning.
Let’s formally define redundant modeling. If models M1 = (V1,D1,C1) and
M2 = (V2,D2,C2) formulate the same constraint satisfaction problem and V1 ∩
V2 = ∅, then these models are redundant. A set CH of channeling constraints
can be implemented to connect the set of variables V1 and V2 of the redundant
models M1 and M2, respectively. It should be noted that ∀ chi ∈ CH, chi 6∈ C1
and chi 6∈ C2. For example, let’s assume a permutation problem with variables Vi,
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1 ≤ i ≤ n, their respective domains Dj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and the constraint ∀(Vp, Vq) ∈
V : (Vp 6=Vq) imposed on these variables. Then the channeling constraints are
Vi = j ↔ Dj = i for all pairs of 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
The degree of improvement in which the redundant modeling concept brings
to the backtracking-search has been studied in [CLW96, CCHLW99, W01, S01,
DDC03, HSW04, ADDFM04], where these studies divide into two types, con-
straint propagation and dynamic variable ordering. It has been theoretically and
empirically shown in [W01, S01, HSW04] that employing channeling constraints
between primal and dual variables of the problem achieves more pruning than
just employing 6= constraints on the primal variables of the problem while main-
taining arc-consistency. The multiple permutation problems that they experi-
ment with are the N-Queens Problem, the Langford’s Problem as well as the
Quasigroup Completion Problem. On the other hand, they show theoretically
that employing alldifferent constraints on the primal variables while maintain-
ing generalized arc-consistency performs more pruning than employing channel-
ing constraints while maintaining arc-consistency. This was also demonstrated
via empirical results, but sometimes alldifferent is much-slower than employing
channeling constraints. Thus there is a trade-off between employing channeling
constraints while maintaining arc-consistency versus employing alldifferent con-
straints while maintaining generalized arc-consistency, which is presumed to be
problem as well as constraint solver dependent. However, channeling constraints
also produce propagation redundancy, which was thoroughly analyzed in [CLS07].
This is due to the fact that channeling constraints sometimes end up enforcing
the same constraints. This is also caused by the way a given arc-consistency algo-
rithms enforce the channeling constraints, since most of them are not tailored to
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work with channeling constraints. In addition, it has been also implied that even
more propagation redundancy is yielded by arc-consistency algorithms when 6=
constraints are enforced between the pairs of variables of each redundant model
independently. In any case, they also show in [W01, S01, HSW04] that the way
in which the variables as well as the values are ordered does make a difference,
as we discuss in the next sub-subsection.
1.3.3 Dynamic variable ordering and dynamic value ordering
heuristics
Naive backtracking-search performs a chronological search with lexicographical
variable and value ordering, which can also be seen as a depth-first traversal of
the search tree. In this case, the ordering of the variables as well as the order-
ing of the values to the variables are static. However, there has been numerous
studies done over the past decades, such as the ones in in [G92, BR75, GB65,
BV95, GMPSW96, SG98, BPW05, BP82, BR96, BHLS04, FD95, S99, BCS01],
that have found that the performance of backtracking-search could be enhanced
tremendously by employing dynamic variable as well as dynamic value ordering
heuristics. We should note that there does not exists any “optimal” dynamic
variable ordering, in the sense that the backtracking-search tries out the fewest
number of variables (or instantiations for that matter) when reaching a solution
or figuring out that a solution does not exist, over all possible combinations of
variable orderings. In fact, it has been proven in [L00] that determining whether
or not a given variable is the first variable in such an optimal variable ordering is
as hard as figuring out whether or not the given constraint satisfaction problem
has a solution. Suppositionally, the same thing can also be said about dynamic
value ordering. Thus, all most all of the research on dynamic variable and value
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ordering has been focused on inventing new heuristics, which are not guaranteed
to perform adequately all the time.
One of the first dynamic variable ordering heuristics that have been examined
is the “Smallest Domain” heuristic, SD for short. The SD heuristic picks the next
variable to be instantiated with the minimum domain size. The enhancement that
this heuristic provides to backtracking-search was first noticed in [BR75, GB65]
and then it was meticulously studied in [HE80]. They assert in [HE80] that the
insight behind this heuristic was the “fail-first” principle, which states that “to
succeed, try first where you are most likely to fail.” In this study, the “fail-first”
principle was associated with minimizing the depth of the search tree when finding
all of the solutions. However, the study in [SG98] showed that the “fail-first”
principle is false when associated with minimizing the depth of the search tree.
On the other hand, the study in [BPW05] showed that the “fail-first” principle is
true when associated with minimizing the total number of explored search nodes.
It has been observed that when using the SD heuristics there are many ties
among variables, thus the need for a tie-breaker. Numerous levels of tie-breakers
as well as extensions have been proposed for the SD heuristic in [G92, GMPSW96,
SG98, BPW05, BP82, BR96, BHLS04, FD95, S99, BCS01]. It has been empiri-
cally shown that one of the best performing and cheapest to evaluate dynamic
variable ordering heuristics is the one that has been inspired by the “Brelaz”
heuristic of [B79] for graph-coloring. This heuristic has been called different names
(BZ in [GMPSW96, S99] and Dom+FutDeg in [BCS01]) and has been defined
and used in several different ways (tie-breaking was only used for the first vari-
ables in [FD95]) over the years. We refer to it as the Dom+Deg heuristic and
interpret it as a dynamic variable ordering heuristic that picks the next vari-
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able with the smallest domain size and then break-ties by picking the variable
among variables with the smallest domain size that is constrained with the most
variables. (In terms of multiple permutation problems, it makes more sense to in-
terpret the second tie-breaker as the variable with the smallest domain size that
is constrained with the most uninstantiated variables since otherwise it would
just work like the SD heuristic as noted in [DDC03].) It has been observed in
[S99] that there still remains numerous ties even after employing the Dom+Deg
heuristic. Thus a second as well as a third tie-breaker have been proposed in
[S99], where the second tie-breaker takes into consideration the smallest neighbor
and the third tie-breaker looks at the number of triangles that the first selected
variable is entangled in. A modification to the Dom+Deg heuristic was proposed
in [BR96], which is referred to as the Dom/Deg heuristic. The Dom/Deg heuris-
tic divides the domain size of the variable by the total number of uninstantiated
neighbors of that variable and picks the variable with the minimal such value.
An addition to the Dom/Deg heuristic was proposed as the Dom/WDeg heuristic
in [BHLS04], such that the dynamically updated weight between each neighbors
(constraints) were considered instead. In the Dom/WDeg heuristic, these weights
are initially set to one and they are incremented whenever a constraint results in
a conflict. The other extension to the SD heuristics that have been proposed in
[G92, GMPSW96, SG98, BPW05, BP82, FD95, BCS01] employ more perplexing
measures.
It has been also observed that the ordering of the values in the chosen variables
domain is important as well and numerous dynamic value ordering heuristics
have been proposed in [CLW96, G92, BV95, FD95, S97, GFHT90, ZE08]. In
the dynamic value ordering research, the “fail-first” principle is replaced by the
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“succeed-first” principle so that we pick the next value to be instantiated that
is more likely to be in a given solution. One commonly employed dynamic value
ordering heuristic that was proposed in [BV95] is the “least constraining value”
heuristic. The LCV heuristic picks a value from the domain of the chosen variable
that rules out the least number of values in the domains of the neighboring
variables. We should note that the forward-checking algorithm we described in
the previous subsection is a vital part of this heuristic. The LCV heuristic was
used and referred to as the “min-conflicts” heuristic [FD95] since it maximizes the
domain sizes of the neighboring variables of the instantiated variable. An alternate
to this heuristic was proposed in [GFHT90], which instead takes the product of
the remaining values in the neighboring variables domains. It was shown in [G92]
that the version which considers the product instead of the summation of the
domain sizes of the neighboring variables scales better.
Another dynamic variable ordering heuristic that was considered is the “min-
domain-sum value” heuristic of [CLW96], which was specifically designed for re-
dundantly modeled constraint satisfaction problems. We refer to it as the VDOM+
heuristics as in [DDC03] (it was also called the SD2(P+D) heuristic in [HSW04])
and infer it as the dynamic value ordering heuristic that lexicographically picks
the first variable with the smallest domain size in all of the m possible redundant
models of the problem. Then the VDOM+ heuristic orders the assignment of val-
ues by calculating the summation of the domain sizes of all of the corresponding
variables in the m− 1 redundant models of the problem and first picks the value
with the minimum such summation. It was noted in [DDC03] that the VDOM+
heuristic is better than the Dom+Deg as well as the Dom/Deg heuristic for the
Quasigroup Completion Problem. On the other hand, it was shown in [HSW04]
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that the VDOM+ heuristic in combination with maintaining arc-consistency on
the channeling constraints is inferior to an algorithm that employs the SD heuris-
tic while maintaining generalised arc-consistency on the alldifferent constraints,
again for the Quasigroup Completion Problem. Furthermore, it was shown in
[C06] that the VDOM+ heuristic is a bad choice for the hard instances of Su-
doku.
1.3.4 Other enhancement methods
Thus far, we have only discussed chronological backtracking-search with vari-
ous enhancement methods that can all be classified under look-ahead techniques.
One of two possible scenarios occurs when a local-inconsistency is discovered
during chronological backtracking-search. Either a different value is assigned to
the given variable, which can only happen if it has more values left in its do-
main. Or the algorithm backtracks to the previous variable and assigns a differ-
ent value for that variable. However, in many situations the result of the local-
inconsistency is due to a wrong choice that was made much earlier. There has
been various “backjumping” methodologies proposed in the literature that at-
tempts to skip over irrelevant nodes and go to the node that is the source of
the local-inconsistency. The first backjumping algorithm was proposed in [G78]
that backjumps to the earliest variable that was “checked” against the vari-
able that resulted in the local-inconsistency. However, it was shown in [KV97]
that the forward-checking method does the same work as this algorithm. On
the other hand, a more elaborate backjumping algorithm was proposed in [P93],
which is called the conflict directed backjumping. This algorithm maintains a
conflict set for each variable and backtracks to the earliest variable that was
“checked” against the variable that resulted in the local-inconsistency. Then the
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conflict set of the variable we went back to is appended with the conflict set
of the variable that resulted in the local-inconsistency so that no information is
lost. There was a debate in the artificial intelligence community whether forward
checking with conflicted directed backjumping (FC-CBJ) performs better than
maintaining arc-consistency (MAC) during backtracking-search. The empirical
results provided in [FS94, BR96] concluded this debate in the favor of main-
taining arc-consistency. Other interpretations of the backjumping technique were
introduced in [G93, JDB00, CV01, LBH04] that employ some types of learning
techniques.
Another technique that was proposed to enhance backtracking-search in [H95]
was to employ random restarts. The search is restarted after certain number
of backtracks has occurred. At this point, a different variable ordering and/or
value order heuristic is employed. It has been shown that this method sometimes
eliminates mistakes that occur at the beginning of the search, which can cause a
catastrophic failure. Different random restart methodologies were investigated in
[GSCK00, GSK98] with multiple permutation problems.
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2 Our methods
In the previous section, we discussed various methods that are employed to
enhance the backtracking-search when solving constraint satisfaction problems
with an emphasis on multiple permutation problems. In this section, we will de-
scribe our supplementary as well as novel enhancement methods on backtracking-
search in solving multiple permutation problems. It has been empirically shown
in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11] that generalized version of Sudoku puzzles are much
harder than the Quasigroup Completion problem. Thus we will only consider
certain orders and types of Sudoku puzzles as a test-bed for our enhancement
methods for backtracking-search. We should also note that most of our enhance-
ment methods are applicable to other multiple permutation problems as well as
to most constraint satisfaction problems under certain conditions.
2.1 Natural combined model
As we previously discussed, most constraint satisfaction problems and especially
multiple permutation problems can be redundantly modeled via channeling con-
straints, which was formally defined in [CLW96]. Let’s take a look at how Quasi-
group Completion Problem was redundantly modeled with channeling constraints
in [DDC03], where this modeling was also adopted in [ADDFM04]. Furthermore,
they also used the same modeling in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11] for Sudoku puzzles
with the additional alldifferent constraint for the box dual variables.
A given Quasigroup Completion Problem is in fact a Latin-Square and can be
depicted as a n ∗ n matrix, where numbers (colors) 1 through n can only appear
once on each column and row. Then given a set of variables X = {xi,j|1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} with their respective domains xi,j = {1, ..., n}, the value of xi,j
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is the number assigned to the cell in the ith column and the jth row. Then a
given variable xi,j has the constraint 6= between all of the variables in its column
and row. This is called the primal model and it completely defines the given
problem. However, the problem can also be completely defined by employing
dual models. For example, in the row dual model, the row dual variables are
R = {rk,j|1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} with their respective domains rk,j = {1, ..., n},
the value of rk,j is the column i where number k occurs in row j. Whereas, in the
column dual model, the column dual variables are C = {ck,i|1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
with their respective domains ck,i = {1, ..., n}, the value of ck,i is the row j where
number k occurs in column i. Then for the column dual model, the 6= constraints
are enforced between variables of the same k, ck,1 6=ck,2 6=...6=ck,n. And similarly,
for the row dual model, the 6= constraints are enforced between variables of the
same k, rk,1 6=rk,2 6=...6=rk,n.
The following two channeling constraints between primal and dual variables
were proposed in [DDC03] to connect the three redundant models. The column
channeling constraints, xi,j = k ↔ ck,i = j, link the primal variable with the
column dual variables. The row channeling constraints, xi,j = k ↔ rk,j = i, link
the primal variable with the row dual variables. They call this model the bi-
channeling model and they show that these channeling constraints are sufficient
to completely define the problem, that is without the 6= constraints between the
variables of each redundant model. The bi-channeling model that they employ is
very much alike to the model that has been previously proposed in [S01], which
is called the minimal combined model and can be defined in the sense of [S01] as
follows:
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“... it has constraints on the primal variables defining acceptable permu-
tations, but neither 6= constraints nor an alldifferent constraint. There are
no constraints on the dual variables other than the channeling constraints.
This is the smallest CSP model of the problem which uses both primal and
dual variables. It is also easy to define: for a permutation problem with n
variables, it is only necessary to specify n new variables, each with domain
1 to n, and channeling constraints...”
They also introduce a third channeling constraint in [DDC03], that links the
column dual variables with the row dual variables, ck,i = j ↔ rk,j = i. They call
the model that uses all of the three aforementioned channeling constraints the tri-
angular channeling model. They employ a generalised arc-consistency algorithm
to maintain arc-consistency on the “binary” channeling constraints, because that
is the only arc-consistency algorithm that is built into the constraint solver CPlan.
Thus the constraint solver that they rely on is definitely not tailored towards the
modeling choice. This issue was discussed in section 6 of [DDC03], where they
note that using forward-checking with the triangular channeling model achieves
more pruning than using the generalised arc-consistency algorithm with the bi-
channeling model. They imprecisely indicate that the build in generalised arc-
consistency algorithm employs propagation redundancy and this in return hinder
the performance. On the other hand, since they do not experiment with main-
taining generalised arc-consistency with the alldifferent constraints imposed on
the primal variables, we actually have no way of knowing whether or not the
triangular channeling model is as powerful as using the alldifferent constraints on
the primal variables. However, we quote the following footnote from [ADDFM04]
in regards to this issue: “The improvements reported for the trichanneling model
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in (Dotu, del Val, & Cebrian 2003) do not affect scaling behavior, and are pretty
much subsumed by the stronger forms of lookahead discussed later.” Thus the ef-
fectiveness of the modeling choice seems to be constraint solver dependent which
in return is dependent on the arc-consistency algorithm that is built into the given
constraint solver. This is further supported by the observations in [ADDFM04]
that the arc-consistency algorithm that is built into the constraint solver that they
employ also produces propagation redundancy when enforcing the bi-channeling
constraints.
On the other hand, in [W01, HSW04] they do model the Quasigroup Comple-
tion Problem with the three possible constraint satisfaction models. These mod-
eling choices are 1) maintaining arc-consistency on the 6= constraints between
primal variables 2) maintaining arc-consistency on the channeling constraints be-
tween primal and dual variables and 3) maintaining generalised arc-consistency
on the alldifferent constraints among primal variables. They use the constraint
solver ILOG and show that employing the channeling constraints is as compet-
itive as employing the alldifferent constraints in most cases. However, it is also
implied that maintaining arc-consistency on the channeling constraints between
the primal and the dual variables creates propagation redundancy. Once again,
the effectiveness of the modeling choice seems to be dependent on the underlying
(generalised) arc-consistency algorithm that is built into the respective constraint
solver.
The problem of propagation redundancy in redundantly modeled problems with
channeling constraints have been discussed in [CLS03a, CLS03b, CLS07], where
they show how propagation redundancy occurs when channeling constraints are
employed. This can be briefly explained in the sense of [CLS07] as follows :
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“... In redundant modeling, each model is logically redundant with re-
spect to the other model plus the channeling constraints. In general, the
propagators defined for two viewpoints act in different ways and discover
information at different stages in the search. However, we show two possi-
bilities in which propagation caused by some constraints in one model can be
made redundant by: (a) propagation induced from constraints in the other
model through channels and (b) propagation of the channels themselves...”
They also empirically show in [CLS07] that reducing propagation redundant
constraints can speed up search when channeling constraints are employed. How-
ever, the methods they propose are abstract and do not really go to the root
of the problem, that is the modeling choice and the interaction of this modeling
with the given arc-consistency algorithm. In other words, even though the effec-
tiveness of the modeling choice is dependent on the arc-consistency algorithm for
multiple permutation problems encoded with channeling constraints, no model-
ing was specifically formulated for a given arc-consistency algorithm. Conversely,
no arc-consistency algorithm was explicitly designed and developed for multiple
permutation problems encoded with channeling constraints. Thus the rise of the
issue of propagation redundancy when employing channeling constraints. There-
fore, in this sub-section, we propose what we call the natural combined model to
formulate a given multiple permutation problem as a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem. Then in the subsequent sub-section, we design and develop a redundantly
modeled forward-checking algorithm and subsequently a redundantly modeled
arc-consistency algorithm that are custom-made for the natural combined model.
In this way, we can take full advantage of our formulation of the problem so we
do not have to deal with the setbacks of using a generic arc-consistency algo-
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rithm that is not necessarily tailored towards our modeling and eventually create
propagation redundancy.
Before introducing our natural combined model, we should also talk about a
very different way to encode a given constraint satisfaction problem, that is to
turn it into a Boolean satisfiability problem. The two different SAT encodings
for Quasigroup Completion Problem were studied in [ADDFM04]. They show
that the 3D SAT encoding introduced in [KRAGSS01] is superior to the 2D SAT
encoding as well as to any constraint satisfaction problem modeling that they
studied, namely the bi-channeling modeling of [DDC03]. Let’s formally define
the SAT encodings before going any further. For a given Quasigroup Comple-
tion Problem of order n, both SAT encodings use n Boolean variables per cell,
where each variable represents a color (or number) assigned to that cell and the
total number of variables is n3. The 2D encoding possesses clauses that have the
following constraints. 1) at least one number must be assigned to each cell. 2)
no number is repeated in the same row. 3) no number is repeated in the same
column. The 3D encoding possesses additional “redundant” clauses that have the
following constraints. 1) each number must appear at least once in each row. 2)
each number must appear at least once in each column. 3) no two numbers are as-
signed to the same cell. The empirical results in [ADDFM04] show that the SAT
solvers that they employed favor the 3D SAT model over the 2D SAT model.
Furthermore, the performance of the 3D SAT encoding is also superior to the
CSP models with the bi-channeling constraints or the primal model with the 6=
constraints. However, as in [DDC03] they do not experiment with the alldifferent
constraint and they simply state in [ADDFM04] the following:“... So in practice
we may be getting the same pruning power as with Hall’s theorem...”. Hall’s
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theorem as reformulated in [V01] states that when the constraint alldifferent is
imposed on a set of variables V1, ..., Vn with their respective domains D1, ..., Dn
then the given constraint network has a solution if and only if there does not
exists a subset of variables, S ⊆ {V1, ..., Vm} such that |S| > | ∪Vi∈S Di|. This
3D SAT encoding was amended in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11] to also work with
Sudoku puzzles. Even though, they do not try different SAT encodings, they do
model Sudoku as a CSP using two different models for two different CSP solvers.
The model for the MAC-LAH solver of [ADDFM04] employs the bi-channeling
constraints as in the Quasigroup Completion Problem and uses alldifferent con-
straints on the box dual variables. On the other hand, the model for the Minion
solver of [GJM06], employs alldifferent constraints on the box, column and row
dual variables as well as channeling constraints between primal variables and col-
umn and row dual variables. The Minion performs substantially worse than the
MAC-LAH, possibly due to the model being overly constrained, which resulted
in extensive propagation redundancy. However, the SAT solvers Satz of [L97] and
MiniSAT of [ES03] perform much better than MACH-LAH.
The natural combined model can be perceived as a hybrid in between mini-
mal combined model of [S01] that encodes the problem as a constraint satisfac-
tion problem and the 3D model of [KRAGSS01] that encodes the problem as a
Boolean satisfiability problem. Our natural combined model eliminates explicit
channeling constraints by collapsing the primal and dual variables such that an
assignment or domain reduction to a variable in one model immediately updates
the domains to all of (and only) the effected variables in all of the redundant
models of the problem. We also show that the limited form of the Hall’s the-
orem holds with the natural combined model, which implies that we do get to
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enforce the same local-consistency as we would have if we employed channeling
constraints between the primal and the dual variables. In essence, we already cut
down on propagation redundancy via our modeling approach. We will next define
the natural combined model in terms of Sudoku since it’s easy to conceptualize
the Quasigroup Completion Problem version.
Definition 1. Natural Combined Model for Sudoku
A given Sudoku puzzle of order k is played on a (k ∗ k) by (k ∗ k) grid, which
consists of (k ∗ k)2 cells. A solution to a given Sudoku puzzle assigns a single
number to each cell so that numbers 1 through k2 appears exactly once on each of
thek2 boxes, k2 columns and k2 rows. In the natural combined model, the Sudoku
puzzle is formulated on a 3D Θ(k∗k)∗(k∗k)∗(k∗k) Boolean matrix. The variables
of the primal model are determined by the first two indices in the Boolean matrix,
namely the ith and the jth location. Their domains are the truth assignments in the
cells with indices i, j and n, where n goes from 1 through k2. A value to a primal
variable, pi,j, is said to be fixed when only one of these indices from (i, j, 1) through
(i, j, n) is true. Then each cell primal variable has the 6= constraint between all
of the cell primal variables in its box, column and row. The variables of the dual
models are conceptualized similarly. The variables of the column dual model are
determined by the ith and nth location in the Boolean matrix and their domains
are the truth assignments in the cells with indices i, n and j, where j goes from
1 through k2. A value to a column dual variable, ci,n, is said to be fixed when
only one of these indices from (i, 1, n) through (i, j, n) is true. All of the column
dual variables within the same column have the 6= constraint between them. The
variables of the row dual model are determined by the jth and nth location in
the Boolean matrix and their domains are the truth assignments in the cells with
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indices j, n and i, where i goes from 1 through k2. A value to a row dual variable,
rj,n, is said to be fixed when only one of these indices from (1, j, n) through (i, j, n)
is true. All of the row dual variables within the same row have the 6= constraint
between them.The variables of the box dual model are indexed by p and q, where
1 ≤ p ≤ k and 1 ≤ q ≤ k. Then the variables of the box dual model are determined
by the ith, jth and nth location in the Boolean matrix such thatdi/ke = p and
dj/ke = q and their domains are the truth assignments in the cells with indices
that spans the given box for each n. A value to a box dual variable, bp,q,n, is
said to be fixed when only one of these indices from (di/ke , dj/ke , n) through
(di/ke + k, dj/ke + k, n) is true. All of the box dual variables within the same
box have the 6= constraint between them. The current state of the puzzle can be
visualized by a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
Fig. 1. Dual Variables of Sudoku
As we can observe in Figure 1, the cell primal variables surrounded by orange
edges depicts a box dual variable, the cell primal variables surrounded by blue
edges depicts a row dual variable and the cell primal variables surrounded by
light blue edges depicts a column dual variable.
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Even though we cannot enforce the Hall’s theorem in it’s full generality with
our natural combined model, we can detect the situation in which the number of
unassigned variables is greater than the size of their combined domains. However,
we can only due this for the complete set of unassigned variables, whereas the
Hall’s Theorem applies to any arbitrary subset of the variables. In essence, show-
ing that the limited form of Hall’s theorem is enforced by the Natural Combined
Model of Sudoku implies that we get as much pruning power as with channeling
constraints.
Theorem 1. Limited form of Hall’s theorem is enforced by the Natural Combined
Model of Sudoku
Proof. Let the set S ⊆ {V1, ..., Vm} be the unassigned cell primal variables in
the same box, column or row and that |S| > | ∪Vi∈S Di|. Also assume without
loss of generality that these variables are from column i. Then there exists an
unassigned value k that is also k 6∈ ∪Vx∈SDx then all of the entries from (i, 1, k)
through (i, j, k) are zero. However, this local-inconsistency will be detected when
enforcing 6= constraints between pairs of column dual variables.
Conversely, let the set S ⊆ {V1, ..., Vm} be the unassigned box dual, column
dual or row dual variables and that |S| > | ∪Vi∈S Di|. Also assume without loss
of generality that these are from the same row j. Then there exists an unassigned
value i that is also i 6∈ ∪Vx∈SDx then all of the entries from (i, j, 1) through
(i, j, k) are zero. However, this local-inconsistency will be detected when enforcing
6= constraints between pairs of cell primal variable.
We should also make a note about the 3D Sudoku puzzles that are created by
placing (k ∗ k) by (k ∗ k) Sudoku puzzles on the faces of a cube. In addition to
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regular Sudoku rules, we require that the cells that are adjacent across an edge
to have different values with 3D Sudoku puzzles.
2.2 Redundantly modeled forward-checking
One of the most vital parts of solving constraint satisfaction problems with
backtracking-search is maintaining some level of local-consistency. In this sec-
tion, we describe our redundantly modeled forward checking algorithm, which is
custom made for the natural combined model.
Definition 2. Redundantly Modeled Forward-Checking Algorithm
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
Once a value v is invoked to be instantiated at location (i, j)
1. Remove other values in the domain of the primal cell variable (i, j) and im-
mediately check to see that these values were not the last places that they could
appear in that Box, Column or Row.
2. Go through the Box, Column and Row of the primal cell variable (i, j) and
remove value v where ever it appears.
– A. Then immediately check to see that value v was not the last value in the
domain of the given primal cell variable.
– B. If we are not in the same Box as the instantiated primal cell variable
(i, j), then also check to see that this was not the last location where value v
could appear in that Box.
– C. If we are not in the same Column as the instantiated primal cell variable
(i, j), then also check to see that this was not the last location where value v
could appear in that Column.
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– D. If we are not in the same Row as the instantiated primal cell variable
(i, j), then also check to see that this was not the last location where value v
could appear in that Row.
Fig. 2. Running Example of Forward Checking Algorithm
Let’s examine how we cut down on propagation redundancy with our redun-
dantly forward checking (RFC) algorithm . As we can see in Figure 2, the value
7 is instantiated at primal cell variable with orange edges. At this point, step 1
of the RFC algorithm is executed, where values other than 7 in the domain of
the primal cell variable are removed and immediately a check is performed to
see that this primal cell variable was not the last places that they could appear
in the red box, blue column and green row. Then we go through all of the cell
primal variables in the red box, blue column and green row and remove 7 from
their domains. Once we are at primal cell variable labeled ‘a’ in Figure 7, we
remove 7 from the domain of that primal cell variable, check to see that 7 was
not the last value in the domain of that primal cell variable, which is step 2.A
of the RFC algorithm and then check to see that this location was not the last
place 7 could appear in that column, which is step 2.C of the RFC algorithm.
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We do not perform steps 2.B and 2.D of the RFC algorithm, because we are in
the same box and row as the instantiated cell primal variable. This process works
similarly when we are at primal cell variables labeled ’b’, ’c’ and ‘d’ in Figure
2. At primal cell variable labeled ‘b’ in Figure 2, the RFC algorithm performs
steps 2.A, 2.B, 2.C, but not 2.D. At primal cell variable labeled ‘c’ in Figure 2,
the RFC algorithm performs steps 2.A, 2.C and 2.D but not 2.B. At primal cell
variable labeled ‘d’ in Figure 2, the RFC algorithm performs steps 2.A, 2.B, 2.D
and not 2.C.
2.3 Redundantly modeled arc-consistency
We briefly examined different types of arc-consistency algorithms and explored
how they maintain arc-consistency in the previous section. The generic arc-
consistency algorithms that are built into the given constraint solvers have been
shown to create propagation redundancy when enforcing channeling constraints.
For example, when one employs the channeling constraints between cell primal
variables and box, column and row duals variables. Then a generic arc-consistency
algorithm, such as AC3, enforce these constraints the following way. Let’s say
the value of a primal cell variable is fixed to 7 then the three channeling con-
straints that connect this cell and value pair to its dual variables will be placed
on the queue. However, in our natural combined model, those dual variables are
immediately updated and propagations to these channeling constraints are not
necessary as we observed when our redundantly modeled forward checking was
employed on such a scenario. In this subsection, we will extend our redundantly
modeled forward-checking algorithm into a redundantly modeled arc-consistency
algorithm. We developed five renditions of our algorithm, where each implemen-
tation employs an additional optimization method to reduce consistency-checks
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or propagation redundancy as well as other optimization methods that find local-
inconsistencies sooner.
Definition 3. Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency Algorithm (RAC − 1)
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
1. Go through the variables of each redundant model consecutively.
2. If the domain of the given variable of some redundant model is singleton,
then instantiate that variable with that value and then call the revised RFC
algorithm to prune the search space and to find possible local-inconsistencies.
Execute 1 and then 2 until no value has been instantiated in one full pass of all
of the variables of each redundant model or a local-inconsistency is discovered.
When a choice point is reach during backtracking-search, the primal cell vari-
able is instantiated and then the RFC algorithm is invoked. If the RFC algorithm
does not find a local-inconsistency, then the redundantly modeled arc-consistency
algorithm is invoked. Thus, we use four different revised versions of the RFC al-
gorithm in the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm to do pruning. For
example, if the primal cell variable’s domain is singleton, then we do not have to
examine it’s domain. Conversely, if the box dual variable’s domain is singleton,
then we do not have to go through the cell primal variables in that box to remove
that value. Similarly for the column dual and row dual variables. In essence, once
again we are cutting down on propagation redundancy. However, we are doing
a lot of unnecessary singleton domain checks by going through the variables of
each redundant model consecutively until no value has been instantiated in one
full pass of all of the variables of each redundant model. We improve the RAC-1
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algorithm by implementing a version that keeps a list of primal cell variables that
should be instantiated next in a queue.
Definition 4. Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency Algorithm (RAC − 2)
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
We create a queue Q of primal variables to be instantiated by going through
the variables of each redundant model and inserting into the queue Q the primal
“variable” index and the“value” of the respective dual variables with a singleton
domain as well as primal variables with a singleton domain.
1. Remove a value-location pair from the queue Q.
2. Instantiate that primal variable with the given value and then call the revised
RFC algorithm that besides checking for local-inconsistencies, it also checks to
see if the domain of any variable (primal or dual) became singleton and then
inserts the respective primal variables index and the value into the queue Q.
Execute until queue Q is empty or a local-inconsistency is discovered.
Although, we eliminate a lot of unnecessary singleton domain checks with the
RAC-2 algorithm, we only perform instantiations using the cell primal variables.
As a result, we do not know the reason why that value was invoked to be instan-
tiated at that location. The information about which variable’s domain (primal
or one of the dual) became singleton is lost. This evidently leads to propagation
redundancy. For example, if it was the box dual variable that invoked the instan-
tiation to that location then we unnecessarily go through that box to check to
see if we can remove the instantiated value from the domains of those cell primal
variables. A similar scenario happens if it was the column or row dual variables
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that invoked the instantiation to that location. We improve the RAC-2 algorithm
by implementing a version that also keeps track of the model that invoked the
instantiation. We also implemented the subsequent version using arrays and ma-
trices because they worked more efficiently than queues when using the C++
programming language.
Definition 5. Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency Algorithm (RAC − 3)
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
We create an array L of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) that keeps track
of which variable is to be instantiated next. We also create two integer matrices
of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k). The first integer matrix called V , which keeps track of
the value that is to be instantiated at location i, j and the second integer matrix
called M , which keeps track of the model that invoked the instantiation.
We initialize the array L of primal variables to be instantiated by going through
the variables of each redundant model and inserting into the array L the location
of the primal variable (encoded as bi/kc∗k+bj/kc ) associated with the respective
dual variables with a singleton domain or simply the primal variable with a sin-
gleton domain. Whenever we insert an encoded location into the array L, we also
insert the value to be instantiated at that location into the matrix V and insert
the type of the model that invoked the instantiation into the matrix M .
1. Decode the primal variable location at index p in array L
2. Instantiate the primal variable at location i, j with the value at the same loca-
tion in matrix V . Then call the appropriate revised RFC algorithm according
to the information for location i, j in matrix M . The revised RFC algorithm
that besides checking for local-inconsistencies, it also checks to see if the do-
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main of any variable (primal or dual) became singleton and inserts the encoded
location into the array L and updates the matrices V and M accordingly.
Execute until all of the variables in array L have been instantiated or a local-
inconsistency is discovered.
Although, RAC-3 eliminates some propagation redundancy, it does not elimi-
nate propagation redundancy caused by repetitious instantiations. For example,
location i, j might get invoked to be instantiated with value v because that is
the last value left in that cell primal variable’s domain. Then location i, j might
get invoked to be instantiated with value v because location i, j is the last place
where value v can appear in that box as well. Then the RAC-3 algorithm will
attempt to instantiate value v to location i, j twice, but it will think that both
of these instantiations were caused by the box dual variable. As a result, it will
perform a lot of unnecessary domain checks. Additionally, if location i, j is also
the last place where value v can appear in that column as well as in that row,
then nothing needs to be checked at all! There are 15 different combined ways
an instantiation can be invoked when you consider the permutation of the cell
primal, box dual, column dual and row dual variables. We improve RAC-3 algo-
rithm by implementing a version that checks for repetitious instantiations and
updates matrix M accordingly.
Definition 6. Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency Algorithm (RAC − 4)
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
We create an array L of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) that keeps track
of which variable is to be instantiated next. We also create two integer matrices
of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k). The first integer matrix called V , which keeps track of
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the value that is to be instantiated at location i, j and the second integer matrix
called M , which keeps track of the model that invoked the instantiation.
We initialize the array L of primal variables to be instantiated by going through
the variables of each redundant model and inserting into the array L the location
of the primal variable (encoded as bi/kc ∗ k + bj/kc ) associated with the respec-
tive dual variables with a singleton domain or simply the primal variable with a
singleton domain. Whenever we insert an encoded location into the array L, we
also insert the value to be instantiated at that location into the matrix V and in-
sert the type of the model that invoked the instantiation into the matrix M . The
indices of matrix M are checked before written over to account for repetitious
instantiations. If there was already a value at the respective index in matrix M ,
that value is combined with the new value.
1. Decode the primal variable location at index p in array L
2. Instantiate the primal variable at location i, j with the value at the same loca-
tion in matrix V . Then call the appropriate revised RFC algorithm according
to the information for location i, j in matrix M . The revised RFC algorithm
that besides checking for local-inconsistencies, it also checks to see if the do-
main of any variable (primal or dual) became singleton and inserts the encoded
location into the array L and updates the matrices V and M accordingly. The
indices of matrix M are checked before written over to account for repetitious
instantiations. If there was already a value at the respective index in matrix
M , that value is combined with the new value.
Execute until all of the variables in array L have been instantiated or a local-
inconsistency is discovered.
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We should note that there are four revised versions of the RFC algorithm in the
RAC-3 algorithm whereas there are fifteen revised versions of the RFC algorithm
in the RAC-4 algorithm. Although RAC-4 eliminates propagation redundancy
caused by repetitious instantiations, it does not account for the fact that these
instantiations might have invoked different values to be instantiated at that lo-
cation. For example, let’s assume that the cell primal variable at location i, j
has the domain {4, 5, 6}. However, location i, j is the only place 4 could appear
in that column and location i, j is the only place value 5 could appear in that
row. Thus, which ever one is the last invoked instantiation, that value would be
present in matrix V . Even though the algorithm will eventually catch this local-
inconsistency, catching it as soon as possible is much better. Because in between
these two inconsistent instantiations, we might end up unnecessarily instantiation
a lot of other variables. This will obviously hinder the performance. We improve
RAC-4 algorithm by implementing a version that also checks to see whether or
not the repetitious instantiations also invoke the same value to be instantiated
at that location.
Definition 7. Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency Algorithm (RAC − 5)
Given the natural combined model of Sudoku with a Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k)
Boolean matrix and a complimentary Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) integer matrix.
We create an array L of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k) that keeps track
of which variable is to be instantiated next. We also create two integer matrices
of size Θ(k ∗ k) ∗ (k ∗ k). The first integer matrix called V , which keeps track of
the value that is to be instantiated at location i, j and the second integer matrix
called M , which keeps track of the model that invoked the instantiation.
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We initialize the array L of primal variables to be instantiated by going through
the variables of each redundant model and inserting into the array L the location
of the primal variable (encoded as bi/kc ∗ k + bj/kc ) associated with the respec-
tive dual variables with a singleton domain or simply the primal variable with a
singleton domain. Whenever we insert an encoded location into the array L, we
also insert the value to be instantiated at that location into the matrix V and in-
sert the type of the model that invoked the instantiation into the matrix M . The
indices of matrix M are checked before written over to account for repetitious
instantiations. If there was already a value at the respective index in matrix M ,
that value is combined with the new value. We also check to see that the value in
matrix V is the same for repetitious instantiations, where otherwise we raise an
inconsistency flag.
1. Decode the primal variable location at index p in array L
2. Instantiate the primal variable at location i, j with the value at the same loca-
tion in matrix V . Then call the appropriate revised RFC algorithm according
to the information for location i, j in matrix M . The revised RFC algorithm
that besides checking for local-inconsistencies, it also checks to see if the do-
main of any variable (primal or dual) became singleton and inserts the encoded
location into the array L and updates the matrices V and M accordingly. The
indices of matrix M are checked before written over to account for repetitious
instantiations. If there was already a value at the respective index in matrix
M , that value is combined with the new value. We also check to see that the
value in matrix V is the same for repetitious instantiations, where otherwise
we raise an inconsistency flag.
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Execute until all of the variables in array L have been instantiated or a local-
inconsistency is discovered.
The worst-case time complexity of RAC-1 can be easily calculated as O(m ∗
v2 ∗ d), where m is the total number of redundant models, v is the number of
variables and d is the domain size. In terms of Sudoku puzzles of order k, m = 4,
v = (k ∗ k)2 and d = k ∗ k. Then the worst-case time complexity of RAC-1 can
be reformulated as O(k10).
The initialization phase of RAC-2, RAC-3, RAC-4 as well as RAC-5 have an
average-case time complexity of Θ(m ∗ v ∗ d). The average-case time complexity
in terms of Sudoku puzzles of order k can be reformulated as Θ(k6).
Then for RAC-2, once we remove a value from a queue to be instantiated,
there are exactly (3 ∗ k2 − 2 ∗ k + 1) cell primal variables to be checked for a
possible wipe-out or singleton domain and each of them have a domain of size k2.
Then the additional checks for the box dual, column dual and row dual variables
are additive and not multiplicative. So there are at most (3 ∗ k4 − 2 ∗ k3 + k2)
operations for each variable in the queue. Since each variable could only be put
into the queue once, then there could be at most v ∗ (3 ∗ k4 − 2 ∗ k3 + k2) =
k4 ∗(3∗k4−2∗k3 +k2) operations. Then the worst-case time complexity of RAC-
2 is O(k8), which subsumes the average-case time complexity of the initialization
phase.
The worst-case time complexity of RAC-3, RAC-4 as well as RAC-5 are the
same as RAC-2. The only difference is in the additive complexity of checking the
box dual, the column dual and the row dual variables, which may or may not be
performed depending on the each optimization technique introduced in RAC-3,
RAC-4 and RAC-5. For example, if the given variable was instantiated from all
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of the possible redundant models of the problem, then there are no consistency
checks whatsoever. However, we cannot foretell how many times such a case
occurs. Therefore, the worst-case time complexity still remains the same. We will
see in the analytical analysis section that in fact RAC-5 performs much better
than it’s four cousins, which supports our understanding of these algorithms.
2.4 Interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics
A vital part of solving constraint satisfaction problems with backtracking-search
is deciding which variable to instantiate next as well as which value to instantiate
next from the chosen variable’s domain. As we discussed in the previous section,
there is no optimal dynamic variable ordering nor dynamic value ordering. All
of the dynamic variable ordering and dynamic value ordering work has come in
the form of heuristics. These heuristics attempt to select the next variable and
instantiate the next value in the chosen variable’s domain with the given heuristic
function, which may or may not make the best choices. However, the notion
that most of these dynamic variable ordering heuristics as well as dynamic value
ordering heuristics miss is that there is in fact a relationship between choosing the
next variable to be instantiated as well as the values in that variable’s domain.
For example, it might very well be the case that the chosen variable is perfect
according to the measure imposed by the dynamic variable ordering heuristic, but
the values in it’s domain might not yield a better subsequent search space. In other
words, we might not be any closer than before in finding a local-inconsistency or
reaching a solution. Therefore, the dynamic variable ordering heuristic should also
observe the variable domains to see how those values would effect the rest of the
uninstantiated variables. This is especially true in terms of Multiple Permutation
Problems.
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The dynamic variable and value ordering can be combined two ways, either by
creating a heuristic function that takes both measures into account or by mak-
ing the dynamic value ordering the second tie-breaker for the dynamic variable
ordering. We propose to do the latter with our family of interlinked dynamic
variable-value ordering heuristics, where if there are still ties left for the variable
ordering after employing some type of a dynamic variable ordering heuristic, then
the second round of ties are broken by the dynamic value ordering heuristic, which
of course orders the assignment of values. One notable work that studies breaking
second as well as third round of ties is [S99], which proposes these tie-breakers for
the Dom+Deg heuristic. However, as far as we know, neither the work in [S99]
nor any other work has ever proposed to break further ties for a dynamic variable
ordering heuristic with a dynamic value ordering heuristic. We should note that
we designed our interlinked dynamic variable and value ordering heuristics for
the primal model of the problem. They can be used with multiple permutation
problems as well as with other constraint satisfaction problems. Let’s define our
family of four interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics.
Definition 8. Smallest Domain - Least Relaxed Variable - Most Fixed Value
(SD − LRV −MFV )
1. Select the variable with the smallest domain size and do the following if there
is more than one such variable:
2. Select the variable among variables with SD that has the least number of con-
nected variables that are not instantiated and do the following if there is more
than one such variable:
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3. Select the variable among variables with the SD-LRV that has in its domain
a value that appears most frequently as an instantiated value in the non-
neighboring variables.
4. Order the assignment of values from the value that appears most frequently
as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring variables through the value
that appears least frequently as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring
variables.
Definition 9. Smallest Domain - Least Relaxed Variable - Least Fixed Value
(SD − LRV − LFV )
1. Select the variable with the smallest domain size and do the following if there
is more than one such variable:
2. Select the variable among variables with SD that has the least number of con-
nected variables that are not instantiated and do the following if there is more
than one such variable:
3. Select the variable among variables with SD-LRV that has in its domain a value
that appears least frequently as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring
variables.
4. Order the assignment of values from the value that appears least frequently
as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring variables through the value
that appears most frequently as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring
variables.
Definition 10. Smallest Domain - Most Relaxed Variable - Most Fixed Value
(SD −MRV −MFV )
1. Select the variable with the smallest domain size and do the following if there
is more than one such variable:
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2. Select the variable among variables with SD that has the most number of con-
nected variables that are not instantiated and do the following if there is more
than one such variable:
3. Select the variable among variables with SD-MRV that has in its domain
a value that appears most frequently as an instantiated value in the non-
neighboring variables.
4. Order the assignment of values from the value that appears most frequently
as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring variables through the value
that appears least frequently as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring
variables.
Definition 11. Smallest Domain - Most Relaxed Variable - Least Fixed Value
(SD −MRV − LFV )
1. Select the variable with the smallest domain size and do the following if there
is more than one such variable:
2. Select the variable among variables with SD that has the most number of con-
nected variables that are not instantiated and do the following if there is more
than one such variable:
3. Select the variable among variables with SD-MRV that has in its domain
a value that appears least frequently as an instantiated value in the non-
neighboring variables.
4. Order the assignment of values from the value that appears least frequently
as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring variables through the value
that appears most frequently as an instantiated value in the non-neighboring
variables.
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Our preliminary experiments with various orders and types of Sudoku puzzles
showed that the SD-LRV-MFV as well as the SD-MRV-MFV heuristics perform
adequately when coupled with the RAC-5 algorithm. Then we ran some simu-
lations to check to see the significance of the MFV heuristic by removing it as
a second tie-breaker and only using it as a dynamic value ordering heuristic af-
ter the variable was chosen by either the SD-LRV or the SD-MRV heuristics. In
this case, the performance of the SD-MRV heuristic dropped immensely whereas
the performance of the SD-LRV heuristic was still okay. This solidified the fact
that the MFV heuristic has a positive effect as a value ordering heuristic, but it
also has an immense effect as a second tie-breaker for the variable ordering. We
also ran some simulations where we moved the MFV heuristic before the LRV
and the MRV heuristics, so it became the first tie-breaker instead of the second
tie-breaker. We thought that this might yield better results, because perhaps we
were skipping some good variables with the LRV or the MRV heuristics. How-
ever, this resulted in a poorer performance for both variations compared to their
counterparts that used the MFV as a second-tie breaker.
We also noticed in our preparatory experiments that there were further ties
left after employing the second tie-breaker. Thus we attempted to add addi-
tional tie-breakers to our family of interlinked dynamic variable and value or-
dering heuristics. We first tried to incorporate the Least Instantiated Region
(LIR) heuristic. We came up with this heuristic after coming across the works in
[ABFGM06, ABFGM11], where they attempt to balance the number of holes in
each region of a given Sudoku puzzle. The LIR heuristic keeps a count of how
many times a given box, column and row has been instantiated by the search-
heuristic and not by constraint propagation. Then it attempts to pick the next
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variable to be instantiated from the box, column or row that has been instantiated
the fewest times. We actually had two versions of this heuristics. The first version
adds the total number of instantiations in the box, column and row of location
(i, j), whereas the second version multiplies them. Of course the latter would al-
ways pick a region that has never been instantiated before since multiplying any
number by zero yields zero. We attempted to sneak the LIR-1 heuristic as well as
the LIR-2 heuristic in between SD and LRV, in between LRV and MFV as well
as after MFV. The LIR-1 heuristic, the additive version, would always perform
worse than the LIR-2 heuristic at any position we placed it. Furthermore, none of
these attempts were fruitful at all, because the new interlinked dynamic variable
and value ordering heuristics would always solve less instances than before. We
even reversed the table and tried the Most Instantiated Region (MIR) heuristic
as well, but those attempts were also not successful. As a result, we gave up on
incorporating this heuristic.
Then we tried to integrate the Highest Total Number of Smallest Domain
(HTDSD) heuristic. This heuristic counts the total number of cell primal variables
with the smallest domain size in the box, column and row of the given cell primal
variable. Then it breaks ties by picking the cell primal variable that has the
highest total number of cell primal variables with the smallest domain size in its
box, column and row. Once again, we attempted to sneak HTDSD in between
SD and LRV, in between LRV and MFV as well as after MFV. However, these
efforts were also not successful, such that we would always end up solving less
instances than before, so we gave up on using this heuristic as well.
In any case, the worst-case time complexity of any of our interlinked dynamic
variable-value heuristics is O(v*d), where v is the number of variables and d is
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the maximum domain size of any variable, which is fixed for multiple permuta-
tion problems. Calculating the number of instantiated values is Θ(v), which is
subsumed with the big-O notation. Once again, in terms of Sudoku puzzles of
order k, v = (k∗k)2 and d = k∗k, then this gives us a worst-case time complexity
of O(k6) for any of our heuristics.
2.5 Redundantly modeled arc-consistency with integrated dynamic
variable-value ordering heuristic
As per the title of this subsection, we integrate dynamic variable and dynamic
value ordering heuristics into the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm,
where we use the RAC-5 version. Our two redundantly modeled arc-consistency
with integrated dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics are similar in nature to
the probabilistic arc-consistency in [HH00], but instead of probabilistic measures
we employ greedy counting assertions as defined below.
Definition 12. Total Number of Fixed Variables with Redundantly Modeled Arc-
Consistency (TNFV ⊕RAC)
1. Calculate the smallest domain size for the primal variables.
2. Then for each primal variable with the smallest domain size:
– Instantiate each of the possible values in its domain, execute RAC-5 and
calculate the total number of additional fixed variables obtained
– Select the variable that gives the most number of additional fixed variables
and order the assignment of values from the value that produces the most
number of fixed variables to the value that produces the least number of fixed
variables
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– If for any variable, all of its instantiations after executing RAC-5 results in
a local-inconsistency then raise an inconsistency flag.
Definition 13. Total Number of Domain Reductions with Redundantly Modeled
Arc-Consistency (TNDR⊕RAC)
1. Calculate the smallest domain size for the primal variables.
2. Then for each primal variable with the smallest domain size:
– Instantiate each of the possible values in its domain, execute RAC-5 and
calculate the total number of cumulative domain reductions obtained
– Select the variable that gives the most number of cumulative domain reduc-
tions and order the assignment of values from the value that produces the most
number of cumulative domain reductions to the value that produces the least
number of cumulative domain reductions.
– If for any variable, all of its instantiations after executing RAC-5 results in
a local-inconsistency then raise an inconsistency flag.
In our initial versions, both of our algorithms would go through all of the unin-
stantiated variables in the given problem without any preference. However, we
noticed that in fact all of the chosen variables were variables with the smallest
domain size! In essence, among the set of variables with the smallest domain
size, there exist variable and value pairs that when instantiated either result in
the most number of additional updates or most number of total domain reduc-
tions. (This is perhaps the reason why picking the next variable with the smallest
domain size provides better results, because it contains the set of variables that
would yield most updates or the most domain reductions, at least for Sudoku puz-
zles. Even though, such a selection criteria is not performed with the SD heuristic,
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there is a good chance that it will pick one of these choices!) As a result, we re-
vised our algorithms so that they would only go through the variables with the
smallest domain size, which accelerated the performance. Furthermore, we also
noticed an interesting behavior in our initial experiments, where each algorithm
would solve quite a few instances that the other was not able to solve at the
phase-transition point as well as the subsequent region. Therefore, we developed
a parallel version that runs both of them concurrently.
Definition 14. Total Number of (Domain Reductions OR Fixed Variables) with
Redundantly Modeled Arc-Consistency (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC)
1. Execute (TNFV ⊕RAC) on thread 1.
2. Execute (TNDR⊕RAC) on thread 2.
The worst-case time complexity of either of our algorithms is the total number
of variables with the current minimum domain size multiplied by the current
minimum domain size multiplied by the worst-case time complexity of the given
redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm! Since we cannot predict the total
number of variables with the smallest domain size nor the smallest domain size,
we would have to multiply the worst case time complexity of RAC-5, which is
O(k8), with v = (k ∗ k)2, the total number of variables and d = k ∗ k, the domain
size of each variable. This presents a worst-case time complexity of O(k14) for
either of our algorithms. However, in reality the worst-case time complexity is
much, much lower. This will be observed by the fact that both of our algorithms
perform very well, especially their combined parallel version, as we will see in the
experimental analysis section.
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2.6 Redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency
In this section, we introduce redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms
that enforce local-consistency among variables from different redundant models
of the given multiple permutation problem. The level of local-consistency that
these redundantly modeled hybrid consistency algorithms enforce can be concep-
tualized as somewhere in between arc-consistency and path-consistency. However,
their generalized versions enforce local-consistency at much higher levels, which
we do not consider because during our preparatory experiments they did not scale
well. One of these redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms enforce a
local-consistency measure that is like the one employed by the generalised arc-
consistency algorithm for alldifferent constraints [R94], namely the two-strongly
connected components [GMN08]. Whereas the other redundantly modeled hybrid-
consistency algorithm employs a local-consistency measure that we cannot iden-
tify to be employed by the generalised arc-consistency algorithms for alldifferent
constraint. These redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms have been
inspired by the way humans solve Sudoku puzzles using domain reduction rules.
The generalized versions of these algorithms have been previously defined in [B07]
as “Interaction Rules” and “Subset Rules”, and we will stick to the same termi-
nology. Even though, these redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms
are specific to Sudoku, they can be easily modified to be used with other multiple
permutation problems.
Definition 15. Interaction Rules (IR− 2)
1. Execute RAC-5.
2. If the domain of any column dual variable or row dual variable is two and these
locations are also in the same box, then remove from the domain of the box dual
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variable all of the other possible locations for that number. Then immediately
check for a possible wipe-out of the domains of the respective variables in all
of the redundant models of the problem.
3. If the domain of any box dual variable is two and these locations are also in
the same column or row, then remove from the domain of the column dual
variable or the row dual variable all of the other possible locations for that
number. Then immediately check for a possible wipe-out of the domains of the
respective variables in all of the redundant models of the problem.
Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 until no more updates.
Fig. 3. An instance of the IR-2 algorithm.
As we can see from Figure 3 that number “5” can only be in the two navy
colored locations in the given row and these two locations are also in the same
box. As a result, we can delete all other occurrences of number “5” in the given
box, in this case from the orange colored cells. This demonstrates the second bullet
point in the IR-2 algorithm. The third bullet point is conceptualized similarly.
Definition 16. Subset Rules (SR− 2)
1. Execute RAC-5
2. If there exist two cell variables within a box, column or row that have exactly
the same two numbers as a possibility, then remove from the domains of the
associated box dual variable, column dual variable or row dual variables the
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other possible locations for these two numbers. Then immediately check for
a possible wipe-out of the domains of the respective variables in all of the
redundant models of the problem.
3. If there exist two box dual variables, column dual variables or row dual vari-
ables with the same domain that is of size two within their respective box,
column or row, then remove all other possibilities from the domains of the cell
primal variables at the respective box, column or row. Then immediately check
for a possible wipe-out of the domains of the respective variables in all of the
redundant models of the problem.
Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 until no more updates.
Fig. 4. An instance of the SR-2 algorithm.
As we can see from Figure 4 that numbers “5” and “7” are the only possibility
for the two navy colored cells in the given row. As a result, we can delete all other
occurrences of numbers “5” and“7” in the given row, in this case from the orange
colored cells. This demonstrates the third bullet point in the SR-2 algorithm.
The second bullet point is conceptualized similarly. This is also the two-strongly
connect component measure used by the generalised arc-consistency algorithm
for maintaining alldifferent constraints. However, clearly our algorithm does not
enforce all of the possible two-strongly connected components, such as the ones
imposed by more than two variables.
In any case, both of our redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms
employ RAC-5 in the preprocessing step and execute RAC-5 as deem it necessary.
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Since we can achieve a stronger form of local-consistency with both of our algo-
rithms, we merged them together and create a combined redundantly modeled
hybrid-consistency algorithm.
Definition 17. Subset and Interaction Rules (SIR− 2)
1. Execute RAC-5
2. Execute IR-2 (without Step 1)
3. Execute SR-2 (without Step 1)
Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 until no more updates.
We should note that during for our preliminary experiments we did develop
IR-3, SR-3 as well as SIR-3, where these version consider one additional variable.
However, the level of pruning achieved by them out-weighted their execution
time. Therefore, we only used IR-2, SR-2 and SIR-2 in our further analysis.
Furthermore, we also attempted to integrate dynamic variable and value ordering
into these redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithms. However, they
would always perform worse than the ones that employed the RAC-5 algorithm.
As a result, we did not perform further experiments with them.
The worst-case time complexity of the IR-2 and the SR-2 algorithms in our im-
plementation are O(v2*d2) and O(v2*d3) respectively. In terms of Sudoku puzzles
of order k, v = (k ∗ k)2 and d = k ∗ k. Then the worst-case time complexities
for the IR-2 and the SR-2 algorithms become O(k12) and O(k14) respectively. We
should note that these worst-case time complexities also take into account the fact
that the algorithms may be executed v times. The worst-case time complexity of
SIR-2 is the same as SR-2.
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2.7 Initial parallelization process
When employing backtracking-search to find a solution for a given constraint
satisfaction problem, a variable is selected with the guide of a variable ordering
heuristic and the value is instantiated with the guide of a value ordering heuris-
tic. Then some level of local-consistency is maintained by a filtering algorithm.
And then the whole process is repeated again until a solution is found. How-
ever, if the wrong value was instantiated to one of the variables at the beginning,
then the search is doomed from the start! Therefore, since it has become com-
mon place for computers to be equipped with multi-core processors, we propose
an embarrassingly parallel task distribution process at the initial nodes of the
search. This can be perceived as an alternate to backjumping, random restarts
and/or learning methodologies for solving constraint satisfaction problems with
backtracking-search.
Definition 18. Initial Parallelization Process
1. Once the variable has been selected by the given dynamic variable ordering
heuristic, create as many threads as there are values in it’s domain.
2. For each thread, assign that variable one of the possible values in its domain
and continue on with the search the usual way.
Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you reach a depth where you cannot create as many
threads as there are values for a given variable.
The initial parallelization process method could easily be implemented using
OPENMP by making sure that each thread stops once one of them finds a solution
or until a certain time limit is reached. At the writing of this dissertation, eight-
core processor with sixteen threads was readily available for consumers at an
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Fig. 5. Initial Parallelization Process up to depth = 3
adequate price. So if we assume that the minimum domain size of some variable
at each choice point is two, then we can easily employ the initial parallelization
process up to and including depth = 4. This is depicted in the following figure,
where the variables at the same depth but at different paths are not assumed to
be the same.
We can of course create a more intricate method by continuously checking to
see if there are idle threads and using as many threads as possible at each choice
point. However, this would create a more random process, which would not lead
us to be able to truly assess the performance of the dynamic variable ordering
heuristic and the dynamic value ordering heuristic. In other words, if the search
heuristics are effective enough then most of the the solutions would be along the
path of the first instantiated value to the first variable.
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3 Experimental setup
We generated 100 fully solved Sudoku puzzles of order 3, 4 and 5. We also gener-
ated 100 fully solved 3D Sudoku puzzles of order 3. We followed the methodology
that was outlined in [L07] for generating these Sudoku puzzles. We first randomly
filled 5%-25% percent of the empty puzzle board without invalidating the puzzle
and then randomly chose one of our algorithms to complete the puzzle. We did
not rely upon any methods of generating complete puzzles from an already com-
plete puzzle that do not invalidate the solution, such as taking the permutation of
the columns and rows, or the permutation of the values. These processes generate
isomorphic boards, but we wanted truly different ones.
Then we removed a cell from a given fully solved puzzle with probability p,
where p=0 implies a fully solved puzzle and p=1 implies an empty one. We did
this for all of the 100 solved puzzles we generated for each probability p, from
p=0.05 through p=0.95 with 0.05 increments. We used the Mersenne Twister
Pseudo-Random generator mt19937 in C++ for generating our random numbers,
that were uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. A total of 1900 puzzles were
generated for Sudoku puzzles of order 3, 4 and 5 as well as 3D Sudoku puzzles of
order 3. None of these puzzles are guaranteed to have a unique solution and thus
they are not necessarily logically solvable.
We set the time limit to 6 seconds for Sudoku puzzles of order 3, 30 seconds
for Sudoku puzzles of order 4 as well as 3D Sudoku puzzles of order 3, and 360
seconds for Sudoku puzzles of order 5. These were the time limits used with the
respective Sudoku solvers in [L07, CM11, WL10, WM11]. Then we lowered the
time limit for Sudoku puzzles of order 5 down to 120 seconds since there were
no additional puzzles solved in between 120 seconds and 360 seconds with our
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initial experiments for the puzzles we created. This time limit is also more in line
with the 100 seconds time limit used in [C06] for a similar setup for testing their
Sudoku solvers
We kept track of the following parameters at each probability: 1) Percentage of
puzzles solved 2) Average time 3) Average number of explored nodes 4) Average
number of instantiations 5) Average number of consistency checks 6) Median
time 7) Median number of explored nodes 8) Median number of instantiations 9)
Median number of consistency checks 10) Average depth of the deepest traversed
node 11) Median depth of the deepest traversed node. We also kept track of the
depth that the given solution was found, which was usually at a shallower depth
than the deepest traversed node. If no solution was found within the given time
limit, then the given time limit and the calculated values for each parameter up
to that time limit were used in the calculations. We used a computer, named
typhoon, that possesses an Intel Dual Core (Four Threads) I3-3227U CPU at
1.90GHZ x64 based processor with 4GB of RAM to run our simulations.
All of our core experiments were performed with the test-bed that we just
detailed. However, we also came across the work in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11],
where they create Sudoku puzzles with three different types of balanced hole
patterns. They basically extend the method that was developed in [KRAGSS01]
to create balanced hole patterns for Quasigroup Completion Problem. Concisely,
their first algorithm that generates Sudoku puzzles attempts to balance the total
number of holes in the columns and the rows. Then their second method attempts
to balance the total number of holes in the columns, the rows as well as the boxes.
Finally, their third method attempts to balance the total number of holes in the
columns, the rows, the boxes as well as the columns and the rows within the
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boxes. Their empirical results suggest that it becomes harder to compute the
solution for Sudoku puzzles as they become more and more balanced. In any
case, we contacted Prof. Carles Mateu, who is one of the authors of the papers
[ABFGM06, ABFGM11], and he was kind enough to provide us with various
types and orders of Sudoku puzzles that they employed in their experimental
analysis. Thus we were able to compare and contrast the encodings as well as the
constraint solvers and the SAT solvers that they used. We actually employed our
initial parallelization process method with the hardest of these instances. These
test cases were run in the computer named fusion owned by Prof. Whitlock, whom
was very generous to let us use her computer. This computer possesses an Intel




We were able to solve all of the Sudoku puzzles of order 3, 4 as well as 3D Sudoku
puzzles of order 3 that we generated and encoded as a constraint satisfaction
problem using our natural combined model within the given respective time limits.
We were able to solve all of them by employing the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC)
heuristic during backtracking-search. We only provide mean running times for
these test instances since we did not encounter a phase-transition. We were able
to solve all of the 1900 test instances of Sudoku puzzles of order 3 with a mean
running time of 0.0006 seconds. We were able to solve all of the 1900 test instances
of 3D Sudoku puzzles of order 3 with a mean running time of 0.085 seconds.
Therefore, employing the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic during backtracking-
search is better than the algorithms in [WL10, WM11], where they observed a
phase-transition. We were able to solve all of the 1900 test instances of Sudoku
puzzles of order 4 with a mean running time of 1.35 seconds. Therefore, employing
the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic during backtracking-search is better than
the algorithms in [L07, C06, CM11], where they observed a phase-transition.
The experiments we conducted in the following sub-sections are solely on the
Sudoku puzzles of order 5 that we created and encoded as a constraint satisfac-
tion problem using our natural combined model. The horizontal axis of the figures
in the following sub-sections indicate probability p, which represents the approxi-
mate percentage of empty cells in a puzzle. Whereas the vertical axis indicate the
measures of the parameter in question. We should also note that each simulation
was run at least twice to take into consideration possible anomalies.
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4.1 An excursion into the study of the“fail-first” principle
The “fail-first” principle states that “to succeed, try first where you are most
likely to fail”, which has been proposed as the insight behind the smallest do-
main (SD) heuristic. At first, the “fail-first” principle has been associated with
minimizing the depth of the search tree in [HE80] when finding all of the solutions.
Then it was shown in [SG98] that the “fail-first” principle is not associated with
minimizing the depth of the search tree at all. On the other hand, it was shown in
[BPW05] that the “fail-first” principle is actually associated with minimizing the
total number of explored search nodes. In this sub-section, we perform an empir-
ical study on the SD heuristic with Sudoku puzzles of order 5. We employ our
redundantly modeled forward checking algorithm and observe how it performs
with and without the SD heuristic.
We observe from figure 6 that shows the percentage of solved instances that
neither of the algorithms were able to solve any instances within the given time
limit of 120 seconds at probabilities p = 0.55 and p = 0.6, where the former
is in fact the phase-transition point. However, the RFC algorithm was also not
able to solve any instances within the given time limit at probabilities p = 0.65
and p = 0.7 and solved substantially less instances compared to the SD-RFC
algorithm at probabilities greater than p = 0.7. As a result, we can definitely
conclude that the SD heuristic gives a boost to the backtracking-search, which is
also supported by figure 7 that depicts the mean of execution time. We should
also note that these figures are similar to the ones obtained in [L07, C06, CM11]
with their algorithms for Sudoku puzzles of order 5. Therefore, our plain SD-RFC
algorithm is performing as good as their algorithms. Let’s investigate how the SD
heuristic provides this boost.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of solved instances for RFC and SD+RFC as a function of probability of empty
cells
Fig. 7. Mean time in seconds for RFC and SD+RFC as a function of probability of empty cells
Figure 8 depicts the mean of total number of explored nodes where we observe
that the algorithm that did not employ the SD heuristic goes through substan-
tially less number of nodes starting at probability p = 0.5 and onwards. At first,
this might be perceived as not employing the SD heuristic minimizes the total
number of explored nodes when finding a single solution. However, when we ob-
serve figure 9 that depicts the mean of total number of instantiations, we see that
starting from probability p = 0.4 and onwards, the number of instantiations made
by the algorithm that employs the SD heuristic is far less than the one that does
not. In essence, always picking the next variable with the smallest domain size
allows the given algorithm to find local-inconsistencies faster and hence it tra-
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verses much more nodes even if it solves few or no instances at a given probability
p. Therefore, we can conclude that employing the SD heuristic in fact minimizes
the total number of explored nodes on average when finding a single solution. We
should also indicate that if we take a look at the individual instances that were
solved by both of the algorithms after probability p = 0.7, the SD-RFC algorithm
traversed far less nodes than the RFC algorithm. Our findings corroborates with
the results in [BPW05] and that the “fail-first” principle equates with minimizing
the total number of explored nodes when finding a single solution.
Fig. 8. Mean of explored nodes for RFC and SD+RFC as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 9. Mean of instantiations for RFC and SD+RFC as a function of probability of empty cells
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We see from figure 10 that depicts the mean of the deepest traversed node that
both the RFC as well as the SD+RFC algorithms visited nodes relatively at the
same depth up and until probability p = 0.4, which is also the last point where
they both solved 100% of the instances within the given time limit of 120 seconds.
Then from probability p = 0.45 and onwards, the SD+RFC algorithm traversed
nodes further down in the search tree than the RFC algorithm. The reason for
this can easily be traced back to our previous analysis, where we showed that
the SD-RFC algorithm traversed many more nodes than the RFC algorithm on
average. Then the measures for both algorithms plunge at probability p = 0.55
and then steadily rise afterwards, up until probability p = 0.95. And of course the
reason for this is the fact that probability p = 0.55 is the location of the phase-
transition. Nonetheless, we believe that if there was no time limit than the graph
of the mean of the deepest explored nodes for both of the algorithms would look
like a line drawn at 45o angle. This is because the forward checking algorithm
does minimal filtering and it would need to traverse as many nodes as there
are empty ones. Then of course, as the probability increases the initial puzzle
boards become more sparsely populated with fixed cells. We should also point
out that there was no difference in between the depth that the given instance
was solved versus the deepest traversed node for either of the algorithms for the
instances that they were able to solve. Therefore, we can conclude that there is
no equivalence, at least in regards to Sudoku puzzles, between the SD heuristic
and minimizing the depth of the search tree when finding a single solution. Our
findings also corroborates with the results in [SG98]. We will further explore the
concept of minimizing the depth of the search tree in the subsequent subsections.
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Fig. 10. Mean of deepest explored node for RFC and SD+RFC as a function of probability of empty
cells
4.2 Obliterating propagation redundancy speeds-up redundantly
modeled arc-consistency algorithm
We previously defined five redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithms that
were specifically designed and developed for the natural combined model and
examined their worst-case time complexity. In this sub-section, we provide em-
pirical results and show that the RAC-5 version is better than the other four at
the phase-transition point, whereas RAC-1 version seems to work a little better
at the second phase-transition point. Since our objective is to compare the per-
formance of the various renditions of the same algorithm, we only employed the
basic SD heuristic for dynamic variable ordering and lexicographically ordered
the values.
We observe from figure 12 that depicts the mean of execution time and figure
11 percentage of solved instances that the best performing one at the phase-
transition point is the RAC-5 rendition, where it has the fastest mean time and
solves the highest percentage of instances compared to the other renditions. Even
though, all five versions solve the same percentage of instances at probabilities
greater than p = 0.55, the mean time of the RAC-5 rendition is relatively bet-
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ter at these probabilities. However, these measures are not precise, because all
five versions can very well end up solving the same numbers of instances at the
phase-transition point within the given time limit for a different set of random
puzzles. Furthermore, all five renditions can also end up solving different number
of instances within the given time limit at some probability greater than p = 0.55
as well. We recognize this matter by thoroughly analyzing the mean of total num-
ber of explored nodes and instantiations, where we also glance at the data from
individual instances.
Fig. 11. Percentage of solved instances for RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of probability of
empty cells
Fig. 12. Mean time in seconds for RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of probability of empty cells
We observe from the figure 13 that depicts the mean of total number of explored
nodes that the RAC-5 rendition traversed the most number of nodes on average
at the phase-transition point. As we can see from figure 14, this led the RAC-5
version to make the most number of instantiations on average at the phase-
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transition point as well. Furthermore, when we look at the data from individual
instances at the phase-transition point that none of the redundantly modeled arc-
consistency algorithms were able to solve; we see that the RAC-5 rendition still
explores the most number of nodes and makes the most number of instantiations.
Therefore, the RAC-5 version has a dominance over all of the other renditions
at probability p = 0.55, since it will still traverse more nodes and make more
instantiations even if all of the renditions ended up solving the same number of
instances within a given time limit. On the other hand, whenever a given instance
was solved at the phase-transition point, or any other point for that matter, it
was solved with the same number of traversed nodes as well as instantiations for
all five versions.
Fig. 13. Mean of explored nodes for RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 14. Mean of instantiations for RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of probability of empty cells
However, as the probability p increases, the mean of total number of traversed
nodes and instantiations start to converge among all five renditions. Because the
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initial puzzle boards start to become more sparsely populated at higher proba-
bilities. This causes all of the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithms to
instantiate a lot of nodes after each choice-point. Consequently, there is a greater
amount of time in between possible local-inconsistencies. As a result, the benefit
of keeping a list of nodes to be instantiated slowly diminishes as the probabil-
ity increases, which can explain the convergence between the RAC-1 version and
all of the other renditions. On the other hand, the convergence among the ver-
sions other than the RAC-1 version can perhaps be explained by the fact that
more local-inconsistencies are discovered at choice-points with the RFC algorithm
rather than the RAC algorithms
Moreover, we also came across an interesting phenomenon at probability
p = 0.8, where the mean of total number of explored nodes and instantiations for
the RAC-1 version is relatively more than the RAC-5 version and much more than
the other three versions. When we observe the data from individual instances at
probability p = 0.8 that none of the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algo-
rithms were able to solve, we see that for almost all of these instances the RAC-1
rendition was able to traverse more nodes and make more instantiations than all
of the other versions. However, there was no case where the RAC-2, the RAC-3
or the RAC-4 renditions performed better than the RAC-5 rendition. There also
exists one instance at probability p = 0.75, where the RAC-1 version explores
more nodes and makes more instantiations than the RAC-5 version. It seems to
be the case that probability p = 0.8 is the point where keeping a list of nodes
to be instantiated outweighs it’s benefits. And going through all of the variables
of each redundant model consecutively until there are no more updates seems to
perform better.
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Fig. 15. Mean of consistency checks for RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of probability of empty
cells
Figure 15 depicts the mean of total number of consistency checks also provides
a similar deduction. We should point out that each consistency check means that
the algorithm checked to see if the domain of a given variable in some redun-
dant model got wiped-out. This does not include the “additional” inspections
performed by the RAC-5 version that checks to see if we are attempting to in-
stantiate the same value or not. We can see that at the phase-transition point
of p = 0.55, the most number of consistency checks on average are made by the
RAC-1 version. Then there is an enormous drop in the mean of total number
of consistency checks at the phase-transition point going from RAC-1 to RAC-
2, which is due to the fact that the underlying arc-consistency algorithms are
different. Then we see that there is an increase in the mean of total number of
consistency checks at p = 0.55 going from RAC-2 to RAC-3, which is due to
the fact that we employed a different data structure and added an optimization
method. These factors enabled the RAC-3 rendition to explore more nodes, make
more instantiations and make more consistency checks at the phase-transition
point than the RAC-2 rendition. Then there is also an increase in the mean of
total number of consistency checks at p = 0.55 going from RAC-3 to RAC-4 and
again going from RAC-4 to RAC-5, which is again due to the optimization meth-
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ods that we added. On the other hand, we see that the mean of total number
of consistency checks started to converge at probability p = 0.6 and then they
finally converged at probability p = 0.8. The reason for this behavior can be
traced back to the analysis we provided in the previous paragraph.
Fig. 16. Mean of deepest explored node for SD+RFC and RAC-1 through RAC-5 as a function of
probability of empty cells
In the previous sub-section, we employed the redundantly modeled forward
checking algorithm with the SD heuristic, which gave better results than the one
that did not employ the SD heuristic. However, it is clear from the results of this
sub-section that employing the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm
with the SD heuristic supersedes redundantly modeled forward checking algo-
rithm with the SD heuristic. This can be observed in terms of the percentage of
instances solved as well as the mean of total number of explored nodes at each
probability. In the previous sub-section, we also came to the conclusion that the
SD heuristic does not help in minimizing the depth of the search tree when find-
ing a single solution. However, we can see from figure 16 that depicts the mean
of the deepest traversed node for all of the renditions of the RAC algorithm with
the SD heuristic as well as the SD+RFC algorithm, that employing redundantly
modeled arc-consistency indeed minimizes the depth of the search tree. The only
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difference among the five versions of RAC is at probability p = 0.55, where RAC-
1 and RAC-2 went up to depth 62 on average, RAC-3 and RAC-4 went up to
depth 64 on average and RAC-5 went up to depth 65 on average. Therefore, we
can conclude, at least for Sudoku puzzles, that some type of a filtering algorithm
is needed to minimize the depth of the search tree when finding a single solu-
tion. We will further explore this fact with various search heuristics and pruning
algorithms in the subsequent sub-sections.
We should point out that all of the renditions of the redundantly modeled arc-
consistency algorithm with the SD heuristic perform much better at the phase-
transition point than the algorithms in [L07, C06, CM11], where they cannot even
solve a single instance at probability p = 0.55. Furthermore, it has been observed
in [HW94, GW94, ML96, SK96, GSCK00] that very hard NP-complete problems
have a second peak of hardness, which is referred to as the double phase-transition
phenomenon. It has been also shown in [CDSSV00, SV01] that the location of
the second peak of hardness is algorithm dependent for the same NP-complete
problem. We employed the same algorithm, but implemented variations of it. So
the second peak of hardness is at probability p = 0.8 for all of the renditions. On
the other hand, the fact that the RAC-1 performs better at probability p = 0.8
than the other versions may perhaps be traced back to the algorithm dependent
nature of this region.
4.3 Improvement brought onto MRAC by well-known dynamic
variable ordering and interlinked dynamic variable-value
ordering heuristics
In this sub-section, we analyze our interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering
heuristics as well as the already established dynamic variable and dynamic value
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ordering heuristics of VDOM+, DOM+DEG, DOM/DEG, where the latter two
also employ the LCV heuristic. We report their performance in conjunct with
maintaining redundantly modeled arc-consistency (MRAC) with the RAC-5 al-
gorithm during backtracking-search. The baseline employed the SD heuristic for
dynamic variable ordering and lexicographically ordered the values. Our test-bed
is the 1900 Sudoku puzzles of order 5 that we generated and encoded as a con-
straint satisfaction problem using our natural combined model. Let’s first take a
look at how our interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics performed.
We observe from figure 17 that depicts the percentage of solved instances that
the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic solved 49% of instances, followed by the SD-MRV-
MFV heuristic that solved 44% of the instances at the phase-transition point.
Then the SD-LRV-LFV heuristic solved 42% of the instances, whereas the SD-
MRV-LFV heuristic solved 33% at probability p = 0.55, where the latter actually
solved less instances than the baseline. We observe a similar behavior when we
look at figure 18 that depicts the mean of execution time, where both the SD-
LRV-LFV and the SD-MRV-LFV heuristics have a worse mean time compared to
the baseline at the phase-transition point. We would like to point out that there
exists at least one instance at probability p = 0.55 that was only solved by one
of the interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics and not the other
three within the given time limit. This observation is also true in terms of the
baseline. As a result, we cannot say for certain that one heuristic is absolutely bet-
ter than the other three when maintaining redundantly modeled arc-consistency
(MRAC) with the RAC-5 algorithm during backtracking-search, but we can make
an average case reasoning that is typical for heuristic analysis. However, an in-
teresting phenomenon happens with the SD-LRV-LFV heuristic. Even though it
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performed poorly at the phase-transition point, it actually ended up solving much
more instances at the subsequent probability of p = 0.6 compared to it’s three
close cousins as well as the baseline. Let’s take a look at how some well-known
dynamic variable ordering heuristics performed.
Fig. 17. Percentage of solved instances for IDVVO heuristics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of
probability of empty cells
Fig. 18. Mean time in seconds for IDVVO heuristics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability
of empty cells
We observe from figure 19 that depicts the percentage of solved instances that
both the DOM/DEG heuristic as well as the VDOM+ heuristic solved less in-
stances at the phase-transition point than the baseline, where they solved 18%
and 32% of the instances respectively. This poor performance is also supported
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Fig. 19. Percentage of solved instances for VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG heuristics with
RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 20. Mean time in seconds for VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG heuristics with RAC-5
algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
by figure 20 that depicts the mean of execution time. The DOM+DEG heuristic
performs as good as our SD-MRV-MFV heuristic by solving the same percentage
of instances. It is very interesting how bad the DOM/DEG heuristic performs
not only at the phase-transition point, but overall at each probability since it is
considered a state of the art heuristic. As a result, we can assert that a given
search heuristic that performs very well at the phase-transition point with some
constraint satisfaction problem might not necessarily work well with another con-
straint satisfaction problem. A similar observation was also noted in [DDC03] that
both the DOM+DEG heuristic and the DOM/DEG heuristic perform worse than
the VDOM+ heuristic for the Quasigroup Completion Problem, but they do not
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state if this behavior occurs at the phase-transition point. However, we can only
confirm this bad behavior for the DOM/DEG heuristic in regards to Sudoku. Fur-
thermore, it was also noted in [C06] that the VDOM+ heuristic is a bad choice for
Sudoku, which we observe to be true compared to the baseline as well as to our
three interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics. In any case, none of
the well-known heuristics can perform better than our SD-LRV-MFV heuristic at
p = 0.55. We should note that both the VDOM+ and the DOM+DEG heuristics
were able to solve at least one instance that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic was not
able to solve at the phase-transition point. However, this observation is not true
in regards to the DOM/DEG heuristic.
Fig. 21. Mean number of explored nodes for IDVVO and VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG
heuristics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 22. Mean number of instantiations for IDVVO and VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG heuris-
tics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
We clearly see the reason why the DOM/DEG heuristic performs really badly
when we look at figures 21 and 22 that depict the mean of total number of
explored nodes and instantiations. It is evident that the DOM/DEG heuristic
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keeps making bad choices by picking a variable that obviously has more values
in its domain than the smallest domain size, since it traversed the fewest number
of nodes, but made triple the number of instantiations at the phase-transition
point. The LCV heuristic that is coupled with the DOM/DEG heuristic does
not give any enhancement either. Because we also employed the DOM/DEG
heuristic without the LCV heuristic and the results were similar. Furthermore,
as probability p increases, the difference between the mean of total number of
explored nodes and instantiations quadruple for the DOM/DEG heuristic, which
shows again why DOM/DEG heuristic is a bad choice. Separately, we observe that
the SD-LRV-LFV, the SD-MRV-MFV, the DOM+DEG and the SD-LRV-MFV
heuristics, which solved more instances than the baseline at the phase-transition
point, also traversed far less nodes and made far less instantiations at probability
p = 0.55 than all of the other heuristics on average. On the other hand, when
we look at the data from individual instances at the phase-transition point that
none of interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics were able to solve,
there isn’t a single heuristic that always explores more nodes and makes more
instantiations compared to the other three within the given time limit. This is also
true with the baseline as well as the VDOM+ and the DOM+DEG heuristics, but
not with the DOM/DEG heuristic. We can conceivably conclude that employing
a better search heuristic, at least for Sudoku puzzles, would always decrease the
mean of total number of traversed nodes as well as the mean of total number
of instantiations at the phase-transition point while MRAC with RAC-5 during
backtracking-search. All of our observations are also supported by figure 23 that
depicts the mean number of consistency checks.
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Fig. 23. Mean number of consistency checks for IDVVO and VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG
heuristics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
When we look at figure 24 that depicts the mean of the deepest explored node,
we see that the search tree created with the VDOM+ heuristic is much deeper
on average compared to all of the other heuristics. However, there isn’t any ad-
vantage to this behavior since the VDOM+ heuristic solved less instances than
the baseline at the phase-transition point within the given time limit. On the
other hand, we observe that the DOM/DEG heuristic always traversed nodes at
a shallower depth on average than all of the other search heuristics. The reason
for this behavior can of course be traced back to our previous analysis about the
DOM/DEG heuristic. Overall, the depth of the search tree increases as probabil-
ity p increases for all of the search heuristics when MRAC with RAC-5 during
backtracking search.
Fig. 24. Mean of deepest explored node for IDVVO and VDOM+, DOM+DEG and DOM/DEG heuris-
tics with RAC-5 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
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Our interlinked dynamic variable-value ordering heuristic SD-LRV-MFV per-
forms better on average at the phase-transition point compared to all of the
other search heuristics we have tested when MRAC with RAC-5 algorithm dur-
ing backtracking-search. Furthermore, we observe that using the same algorithm,
but different search heuristics, resulted in different second peaks in hardness.
Thus we can extend the hypothesis in [CDSSV00, SV01], which states that the
second peak in hardness is algorithm dependent for very hard NP-complete prob-
lems to the second peak in hardness is also search-heuristic dependent for very
hard NP-complete problems.
4.4 Redundantly modeled arc-consistency with integrated dynamic
variable and value ordering heuristics amplify the performance
In this sub-section, we examine our redundantly modeled arc-consistency with
integrated dynamic variable and value ordering heuristics. We do not provide a
base line in the analysis of this sub-section, but refer the reader to check out
the figures from the previous sub-section, where we compared and contrasted
various search heuristics with the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm.
We should recall that we developed the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic after
noticing that the ((TNDR)⊕RAC) and the ((TNFV )⊕RAC) heuristics were
able to solve quiet a few number of instances that each other was not able to solve
at the phase-transition point as well as at other intervals. The (TN(DR||FV )⊕
RAC) heuristic is basically a parallel version that runs both the ((TNDR) ⊕
RAC) and the ((TNFV )⊕ RAC) heuristics concurrently and stops once one of
them finds a solution. We employed the same test-bed as before, the 1900 Sudoku
puzzles of order 5 that we generated and encoded as a constraint satisfaction
problem using our natural combined model.
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Fig. 25. Percentage of solved instances for ((TNDR)⊕RAC), ((TNFV )⊕RAC) and (TN(DR||FV )⊕
RAC) heuristics as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 26. Mean time in seconds for ((TNDR)⊕RAC), ((TNFV )⊕RAC) and (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC)
heuristics as a function of probability of empty cells
We observe from figure 25 that depicts the percentage of solved instances that
the best performing heuristic is obviously (TN(DR||FV )⊕ RAC). More specif-
ically, the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic solved 68% of the instances at the
phase-transition point, compared to 59% for the ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) heuristic
and 61% for the ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic. This is also supported by fig-
ure 26 that depicts the mean time in seconds. We actually observe a “clear”
second peak in hardness at different locations for the ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) and
the ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristics, which are at probabilities p = 0.65 and p =
0.7 respectively. As we previously mentioned, this is referred to as the double
phase-transition phenomenon in the literature and has been rigorously studied in
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[HW94, GW94, ML96, SK96, GSCK00]. In fact, it was shown in [CDSSV00, SV01]
that the location of the second peak in hardness is algorithm dependent for
very hard NP-compete problems, which we also observe with our ((TNDR) ⊕
RAC) and ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristics. However, it has been also shown in
[HO05, HO06] that this region could be mitigated. Indeed, we observe that
the(TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic can solve all of the instances from prob-
ability p = 0.7 and onwards. We also observe that from probability p = 0.7 and
onwards the mean time in seconds steadily increases for all of the algorithms.
This behavior is possibly due to the fact that as probability p increases, the ini-
tial puzzle boards become more sparsely populated with fixed cells. This in return
results in more calls of the RAC-5 algorithm since there are more nodes to be
checked, which eventually leads to higher execution times.
The parameters of total number of explored nodes, instantiations and consis-
tency checks are tricky to conceptualize with the integrated dynamic variable and
value ordering heuristics. Because at each choice point these heuristics actually
go through various nodes, instantiate all of their values and then call RAC-5
which makes numerous consistency checks. As a result, we only kept track of the
nodes that have been selected by the given heuristics and the instantiations that
have been made for those nodes. The deepest traversed node was calculated same
as before. We should also note that for the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic we
only kept the values for the thread that was able to solve the given instance the
fastest. If neither of the threads were able to solve a given instance, then we kept
the average of the total number of explored nodes and instantiations from both
threads whereas we kept the deepest traversed node from either thread. In any
case, this is not pertinent since we will be looking at the median parameters be-
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cause all three of the heuristics were able to solve more than 50% of the instances
at each and every probability.
Fig. 27. Median number of explored nodes for ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 28. Median number of instantiations for ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 29. Median of the deepest explored node for ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics as a function of probability of empty cells
As we can observe from Figures 27, 28 and 29, the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC)
heuristic has the lowest median number of explored nodes, the lowest median
number of instantiations as well as the shallowest median depth at the phase-
transition point compared to the other two heuristics. However, there is a very
interesting phenomenon that is taking place for all of the heuristics that are
involved! The median number of explored nodes is almost exactly the double
of the median number of instantiations at the phase-transition point for all of
them. Then starting at probability p = 0.6 and onwards, the median number
of explored nodes and instantiations start to converge for all of the heuristics.
The median of the deepest explored node also starts to converge with the me-
dian number of explored nodes and instantiations at probability p = 0.65 and
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onwards. As can be seen from all three figures that the median number of ex-
plored nodes, the median number of instantiations as well as the median depth
are almost the same from probability p = 0.75 and onwards, where the differ-
ence among them is roughly 0-3%. We should note that we observe the same
behavior when we look at the respective mean parameters. Therefore, from prob-
ability p = 0.75 and onwards, each choice that has been made is certainly the
correct one for either the ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) or the ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) heuris-
tics, since only the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic was able to solve all of
the instances at these probabilities within the given time limit of 120 seconds.
We should note that the same observations can also be made from the data of
individual instances at these probabilities as well. In essence, since the initial
puzzle boards for probabilities p = 0.75 and onwards are so sparsely populated,
which certainly indicates that there is more than one solution, that either one
thread of the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic seems to “stick” to a solution
and find that solution without backtracking at all. These parameters also ratify
the observations we previously made about the phase-transition as well as the
double phase-transition phenomenons. Furthermore, we observe that the depth
of the search tree tremendously decreases at probability p = 0.55 with all three
of the redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithms with integrated dynamic
variable-value ordering. It seems that employing a greedy look-ahead method,
which either picks the cell that yields the most number of instantiations or the
most number of domain reductions in total, results in a more concentrated puzzle
boards. This in return results in the depth of the search tree to be much shal-
lower at all of the probabilities compared to the ones we observed in the previous
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sub-section. However, the depth of the search tree of course still increase as the
probability p increase.
4.5 Maintaining redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency accelerates
the performance
After our preparatory experiments, we dismissed our interlinked dynamic variable
and value ordering heuristics of SD-LRV-LFV and SD-MRV-LFV since they did
not perform that well. We only kept SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-MFV. We also
dismissed the DOM/DEG heuristics since it once again performed very-bad and
kept the VDOM+ heuristic and the DOM+DEG heuristic, where the latter also
uses the LCV heuristic. We refrained from using our redundantly modeled arc-
consistency with integrated dynamic variable-value ordering heuristics because
they already performed adequately. The SD heuristic is kept as a baseline to
observe how the other heuristics perform compared to basic dynamic variable
ordering and lexicographical value ordering. Our test-bed is the 1900 Sudoku
puzzles of order 5 that we generated and encoded as a constraint satisfaction
problem using our natural combined model.
4.5.1 Redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithm IR-2
In this sub-section, we examine how maintaining redundantly modeled hybrid
consistency (MRHC) with the IR-2 algorithm during backtracking-search en-
hances the performance with various search heuristics. We can see from figure
30 that depicts the percentage of solved instances that the DOM+DEG heuristic
solved the most number of instances followed by the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic at
the phase-transition point. As we can see from figure 31, the mean time of the
DOM+DEG heuristic at probability p = 0.55 is also better than the other four
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heuristics. Separately, both the VDOM+ and the SD-MRV-MFV heuristics were
able to solve more instances than the SD heuristic at probability p = 0.55, but
they all solved less than 50% of the instances within the given time limit of 120
seconds. More precisely, the DOM+DEG heuristic solved 72% of the instances
with a median time of 18 seconds whereas the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic solved
70% of the instances with a median time of 22 seconds. We should also note
that all of the heuristics performed better than when they were coupled with the
RAC-5 algorithm. In fact, there seems to be a relationship between the perfor-
mance of a given search heuristic at the phase-transition point and the level of
local-consistency that is being maintained. Moreover, there exists at least one
instance at probability p = 0.55 that was either solved by the DOM+DEG or
the SD-LRV-MFV heuristics and not both. However, there was no instance that
was solved by the other three heuristics and not the DOM+DEG nor the SD-
LRV-MFV heuristics. The DOM+DEG and the SD-LRV-MFV heuristics coupled
with the IR-2 algorithm are also competitive with the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC)
heuristic at probability p = 0.55. On the other hand, there is a lot of fluctuation
from probability p = 0.6 and onwards for all of the heuristics we examined in this
sub-section. This actually provides us with another view of the algorithm depen-
dent nature of this region. The (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic still performs
better at this region compared to any five of the search heuristic coupled with
the IR-2 algorithm.
We see from figure 32 and 33 that depict the mean of total number of explored
nodes and instantiations that the DOM+DEG heuristic traversed the least num-
ber of nodes and consequently made the least number of instantiations at the
phase-transition point, closely followed by the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic. The me-
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Fig. 30. Percentage of solved instances for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 31. Mean time in seconds for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-MFV
heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 32. Mean number of explored nodes for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 33. Mean number of instantiations for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
dian parameters at probability p = 0.55 also show a similar pattern where we ob-
serve 9659 traversed nodes and 19285 instantiations for the DOM+DEG heuristic
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and 12272 traversed nodes and 24509 instantiations for the SD-LRV-MFV heuris-
tic. Nevertheless, all of the search heuristics we examined in this sub-section ex-
plored less number of nodes and made less number of instantiations on average at
the phase-transition point compared to when they were coupled with the RAC-5
algorithm. We also observe a similar pattern when we look at the data from in-
dividual instances at probability p = 0.55, that were not solved by either MRAC
with RAC-5 algorithm nor MRHC with IR-2 algorithm with the same search
heuristic. This is possibly due to the fact that we used the same time limit of
120 seconds even though the worst-case time complexity of the IR-2 algorithm
is greater than the worst-case time complexity of the RAC-5 algorithm. On the
other hand, this does not contradict the fact that all of the search heuristics we
examined in this sub-section were able to solve far more instances at the phase-
transition point with the IR-2 algorithm compared to when they were coupled
with the RAC-5 algorithm. However, there also exists certain instances that were
solved by a given search heuristic with the RAC-5 algorithm, but they were not
solved by the same search heuristic with the IR-2 algorithm. These occurrences
can possibly be attributed to the fact that the RAC-5 algorithm performs a dif-
ferent type of pruning compared to the IR-2 algorithm, which creates different
types of search trees. As a result, it is not necessarily the case that if a certain
instance that was solved with a given search heuristic coupled with RAC-5 algo-
rithm, that it will also be solved with the same search heuristic coupled with the
IR-2 algorithm within the same given time limit. In any case, we observe a similar
pattern with the algorithm dependent region, which coincides with instances at
probabilities greater than p = 0.55. Figure 34 that depicts the mean number of
consistency checks also support our observations. In fact, the mean number of
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consistency checks for heuristics that were able to solve more than 50% of the
instances at the phase-transition point is almost half than their counterparts that
solved far less instances.
Fig. 34. Mean number of consistency checks for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-
MRV-MFV heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
We see from figure 35 that depicts the mean of deepest explored node that
there is a 1-2% decrease at the phase-transition point compared to when all of
these search heuristics were coupled with the RAC-5 algorithm. This of course
implies that the additional filtering provided by the IR-2 algorithm was able to
instantiate more nodes during constraint propagation, which caused the search
trees to be shallower on average than the ones created by the RAC-5 algorithm.
However, once again the VDOM+ heuristic creates the deepest search tree on
average, but this still does not have a positive effect on the number of instances
it can solve at the phase-transition point.
Fig. 35. Mean of deepest explored node for the SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-
MRV-MFV heuristics with IR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
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Overall, we can conclude that the IR-2 algorithm gives a good boost at the
phase-transition point to all of the search heuristics we have examined when com-
pared to when they were coupled with the the RAC-5 algorithm. The DOM+DEG
and the SD-LRV-MV heuristics seem to be the most applicable choice with the
IR-2 algorithm. Furthermore, our earlier hypothesis that the secound peak of
hardness is also search heuristic dependent for very hard NP-complete problems
is once again confirmed.
4.5.2 Redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithm SR-2
In this subsection, we examine how maintaining redundantly modeled hybrid
consistency with the SR-2 algorithm during backtracking-search enhances the
performance with various search heuristics. We can see from figure 38 that depicts
the percentage of solved instances that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic solved the
most instances at the phase-transition point, very closely followed by the VDOM+
heuristic and then the DOM+DEG heuristic. On the other hand, neither the SD-
MRV-MFV heuristic nor the baseline can solve more than 50% of the instances at
probability p = 0.55. More specifically, at the phase-transition point, the SD-LRV-
MFV heuristic solved 74% of the instances with a median time of 13 seconds, the
VDOM+ heuristic solved 73% of the instances with a median time of 11 seconds
and the DOM+DEG heuristic solved 69% of the instances with a median time
of 12 seconds. Even though, the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic solved more instances
and has a better mean time as can be seen from figure 39, it’s median time
is worse than the other two heuristics that were also able to solve more than
50% of the instances at probability p = 0.55. Furthermore, we observe that all
of the heuristics were able to solve more instances at the phase-transition point
than when they were coupled with the RAC-5 and the IR-2 algorithms. However,
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the DOM+DEG heuristic ended up solving less instances at the phase-transition
point compared to when it was coupled with the IR-2 algorithm. As a result,
we can assert that the performance of a given search heuristic at the phase-
transition point is dependent on the underlying pruning algorithm. This can
also be confirmed in the positive direction with the VDOM+ heuristic coupled
with the SR-2 algorithm. On the other hand, both the SD-LRV-MFV and the
VDOM+ heuristics coupled with the SR-2 algorithm perform relatively better
than the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic at probability p = 0.55. The SD-LRV-
MFV heuristic coupled with the SR-2 algorithm also performs better than the the
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic at probability p = 0.6, but the (TN(DR||FV )⊕
RAC) heuristic still performs better at the subsequent probabilities.
Fig. 36. Mean number of explored nodes for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 37. Mean number of instantiations for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
We see from figure 36 that depicts the mean of total number of explored nodes
that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic traversed the least number of nodes on average
at the phase-transition point, followed by the DOM+DEG heuristic and then the
VDOM+ heuristic. On the other hand, the median measures reverses this view
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Fig. 38. Percentage of solved instances for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 39. Mean time in seconds for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-MFV
heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
with 4170 traversed nodes for the VDOM+ heuristic, 5156 traversed nodes for the
DOM+DEG heuristic and 6911 traversed nodes for the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic.
This also corroborates with the median times in terms of ranking. We also observe
the two different patterns of rankings with the mean and the median of instanti-
ations as well. We should also note that both the mean and the median measures
of explored nodes and instantiations are approximately 50% less than the ones
recorded with the IR-2 algorithm at the phase-transition for all of the search-
heuristics. This indicates that the SR-2 algorithm was able to perform a more
comprehensive pruning than the IR-2 algorithm. However, this did not necessarily
lead to the heuristics solving more instances at the phase-transition point within
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the given time limit, as we observed with the DOM+DEG heuristic. Furthermore,
our results in this sub-section contradicts the result in [C06] that the VDOM+
heuristic is not a good choice of a search-heuristic for Sudoku. As we observed
in the previous sub-sections, the performance of a given search heuristic at the
phase-transition point is closely dependent on the level of local-consistency that is
maintained during backtracking-search. Even though, the VDOM+ heuristic was
performing badly with the RAC-5 algorithm, it started to perform a little better
with the IR-2 algorithm and it performs even better with the SR-2 algorithm. This
in fact solidifies our hypothesis that the performance of a given search heuristic
at the phase-transition point is dependent on the pruning algorithm. We should
also make a special note that among the VDOM+, the DOM+DEG and the
SD-LRV-MFV heuristics, there does not exists a single instances at probability
p = 0.55 that cannot be solved by one of them within the given time limit. In any
case, figure 40 that depicts the mean number of consistency checks corroborates
with our other results. All of the search heuristics we examined made 40-50% less
consistency checks on average at probability p = 0.55 compared to when they
were coupled with the IR-2 algorithm. The exception for this once again is the
VDOM+ heuristic, where the decrease in the mean number of consistency checks
is even more at around 65%.
We observe from figure 41 that depicts the mean of deepest explored node that
there is a 2-4% decrease compared to when all of these search heuristics were
coupled with the RAC-5 algorithm, and a 1-2% in regards to the IR-2 algorithm.
This suggests that the level of pruning achieved by the SR-2 algorithm is more
than the RAC-5 and the IR-2 algorithms. This occurs because the search trees
created when the SR-2 algorithm is employed are more shallow on average than
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Fig. 40. Mean number of consistency checks for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-
MRV-MFV heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
the ones created by the RAC-5 and the IR-2 algorithms for all of the search
heuristics in question. Furthermore, once again the VDOM+ heuristic creates
the deepest search tree on average, but this time it does have a positive effect on
the number of instances it can solve at probability p = 0.55. As a result, we can
conclude that the depth of the search tree, at least for Sudoku puzzles, does not
really reflect how well a given search heuristic performs.
Fig. 41. Mean of deepest explored node for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Overall, the SR-2 algorithm provided an even better boost at the phase-transition
point to all of the search heuristics we have examined compared to when they
were coupled with the IR-2 algorithm. The SD-LRV-MRV heuristic along with
the VDOM+ heuristic are the most applicable choice with the SR-2 algorithm.
However, as we observed in the previous sub-sections, this does not necessarily
imply that these search heuristics would still work best with other pruning al-
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gorithms. Because once again we observed that maintaining a different level of
local-consistency effects the performance of a given search heuristic at the phase-
transition point. Furthermore, we observe that the second peak in hardness is once
again search-heuristic dependent, which corroborates with our earlier hypothesis.
4.5.3 Redundantly modeled hybrid-consistency algorithm SIR-2
In this sub-section, we examine how maintaining redundantly modeled hybrid
consistency with the SIR-2 algorithm during backtracking-search enhances the
performance with various search heuristics. We observe from figure 42 that de-
picts the percentage of solved instances that all of the search heuristics were
able to solve more than 50% of the instances at the phase-transition point when
coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm. More specifically, the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic
solved 87% of the instances, the DOM+DEG heuristic solved 76% of the in-
stances, the VDOM+ heuristic solved 67% of the instances, the SD-MRV-MFV
heuristic solved 65% of the instances and the baseline solved 54% of the instances
at probability p = 0.55. The corresponding median time at the phase-transition
point for these search heuristics were 8 seconds, 11 seconds, 17 seconds, 19 sec-
onds and 32 seconds respectively. All of the search heuristics solved more instances
than when they were coupled with the RAC-5, the IR-2 or the SR-2 algorithms at
the phase-transition point. The exception to this is the VDOM+ heuristic, which
solved more instances at probability p = 0.55 when it was coupled with the SR-2
algorithm. This corroborates with our previous hypothesis that the performance
of a given search heuristic is closely dependent on the underlying filtering algo-
rithm. On the other hand, both the SD-LRV-MFV and the DOM+DEG heuristic
certainly perform better than the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic at probability
p = 0.55. Once again the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic performs better at probabil-
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ity p = 0.6 compared to the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic. However, the
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic still performs better from probability p = 0.65
and onwards compared to all of the other heuristics.
We see from figure 44 that depicts the mean of total number of explored nodes
that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic traversed the least number of nodes on average
at the phase-transition point, followed by the DOM+DEG heuristic, then the SD-
MRV-MFV heuristic and finally the VDOM+ heuristic. We also see from figure
45 that the same ranking is observed in terms of the mean of instantiations at
probability p = 0.55. In terms of the median parameters, SD-LRV-MFV heuristics
traversed 1190 nodes, DOM+DEG heuristic traversed 1529 nodes, SD-MRV-MFV
heuristic traversed 5039 nodes, VDOM+ heuristic traversed 4783 nodes and the
baseline traversed 8712 nodes at the phase-transition point. So the SD-LRV-MFV
heuristic is a clear winner, in terms of time, percentage of puzzles solved, mean
as well as median of total number of explored nodes and instantiations at the
phase-transition point. Furthermore, it also traversed more nodes for the little
over a dozen instances that it was not able to solve at probability p = 0.55 within
the given time limit.
Fig. 42. Percentage of solved instances for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
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Fig. 43. Mean time in seconds for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-MFV
heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 44. Mean number of explored nodes for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 45. Mean number of instantiations for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
We also see a similar pattern in terms of the mean number of consistency
checks when we look at figure 46. The SD-LRV-MFV heuristic performs almost
an order of magnitude less consistency checks on average than the baseline at
the phase-transition point. SD-LRV-MFV heuristic also performs 50% less con-
sistency checks on average compared to when it was coupled with the SR-2 algo-
rithm. When we look at figure 47 that depicts the mean of deepest explored node,
once again the VDOM+ heuristic traversed nodes at a deeper level on average
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than all of the other search heuristics at probability p = 0.55. However, all of
the search trees created were also shallower for all of the heuristics compared to
when they were coupled with the SR-2 algorithm. This indicates that the level of
pruning achieved by the SIR-2 algorithm is even greater than with the SR-2 al-
gorithm. We can certainly conclude that the mean of deepest explored node gives
us a general idea of how much pruning performed by an algorithm that enforces
some local-consistency method. As we observed in the previous sub-section, it
does not necessarily indicate how well the given search-heuristic performs.
Fig. 46. Mean number of consistency checks for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-
MRV-MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Fig. 47. Mean of deepest explored node for SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV and SD-MRV-
MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm as a function of probability of empty cells
Even though, the SIR-2 algorithm achieves a greater level of pruning than the
SR-2 and the IR-2 algorithms, some instances that the given search heuristics
were able to solve at probability p = 0.55 with the IR-2 or the SR-2 algorithms
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were not solved with the SIR-2 algorithm within the given time limit. We can
clearly observe this to be the case in regards of the VDOM+ heuristic. Thus, there
is an important correlation between how well the given search-heuristic performs
and the level of local-consistency maintained at the phase-transition point, which
is also due to the time-limit we imposed. However, we can certainly conclude that
the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm performs the best
at the phase-transition point.
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5 Extremely hard instances
In this section, we ran our algorithms on four different sets of Sudoku puzzles
of order 5 that have been provided to us by Prof. Carles Mateu, which were
tested against various CSP and SAT solvers in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11]. The first
test-bed consist of 200 doubly balanced puzzles with 346 punched holes, which
corresponds to probability p = 0.5536. Then there are three additional test-beds
that consist of 500 singly balanced, 500 doubly balanced and 500 fully balanced
puzzles with 344 punched holes, which corresponds to probability p = 0.5504.
Recall that singly balanced implies that the total number of punched holes in
each column and row are as balanced as possible, doubly balanced implies that
the total number of punched holes in each box, column and row are as balanced
as possible and fully balanced implies that the total number of holes in each
box, column and row as well as the columns and rows within a given box are
as balanced as possible. We state “as balanced as possible” because we cannot
evenly divide either 344 or 346 by 25. It was empirically shown in [ABFGM11]
that as the initial puzzles become more and more balanced it becomes harder
and harder to solve them.
The test-bed of 200 doubly balanced puzzles with 346 punched holes were
tested on MAC of [BR96] with the revisions proposed in [ADDFM04] as MAC-
LAH and the Minion of [GJM06]. The encoding that was used with MAC-LAH
was the extension of the bi-channeling model of [DDC03] for the Quasigroup
Completion Problem with the additional alldifferent constraints on the box dual
variables. On the other hand, the encoding that was used with the Minion had
alldifferent constraints on every box, column and row as well as the additional
channeling constraints that linked the primal variables with the dual column and
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the dual row variables. A time limit of 10,000 seconds were imposed for each
puzzle when solving them with MAC-LAH or Minion. The MAC-LAH was able
to solve 42 percent of the instances whereas the Minion was not able to solve any
instances within the given time limit.
Then the three test-beds with 500 singly, doubly and fully balanced puzzles
with 344 punched holes were tested on the Satz of [L97] and the MiniSat of
[ES03]. The encoding that was employed to be used with both SAT solvers was
the 3D SAT encoding that was proposed in [KRAGSS01]. A time limit of 5,000
seconds were imposed for each puzzle when solving them with Satz or MiniSat.
The Satz was able to solve 98.8% of the instances with a median time of 13
seconds and the MiniSat was able to solve 100% of the instances with a median
time of 3 seconds for the singly balanced set. The Satz was able to solve 98.8% of
the instances with a median time of 12 seconds and the MiniSat was able to solve
100% of the instances with a median time of 3 seconds for the doubly balanced
set. The Satz was able to solve 77% of the instances with a median time of 733
seconds and the MiniSat was able to solve 95.6% of the instances with a median
time of 129 seconds for the fully balanced set.
We encoded these puzzles using our natural combined model. We employed
various search heuristics and filtering algorithms that we examined in the previous
section along with the initial parallelization process. We observed the percentage
of solved instances and the median time, since these were the parameters that
were used to measure the performance of the various algorithms with these test-
beds in [ABFGM06, ABFGM11]. We imposed a time limit of 120 seconds for
each puzzle and also observed the mean of total number of explored nodes for
completeness with the results from the previous section.
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5.1 Sequential search on different CPUs
The search heuristic and algorithm combinations that we employed to solve
the 200 doubly balanced puzzles with 346 punched holes are the SD heuris-
tic, the VDOM+ heuristic, the DOM+DEG heuristic (which also employs the
LCV heuristic), the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic and the SD-MRV-MFV heuristic all
coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm. We also employed our ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC),
((TNFV )⊕RAC) and (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics. We ran two separate
simulations, one using a computer with a CPU at 1.9GHZ and another one with
a CPU at 3.4GHZ.
We can observe from figures 48 and 49 that depict the outcome for the test-
bed of 200 doubly balanced puzzles with 346 punched holes that going from a
1.9GHZ processor to 3.4GHZ processor has a positive effect on the outcome for
all of the search heuristic and filtering algorithm combinations. In essence, all of
the methods were able to solve more puzzles and explore more nodes within the
given time limit of 120 seconds when a faster processor is used. The SD-LRV-
MFV heuristic coupled with the SIR2 algorithm performs the best both with
the 1.9GHZ processor as well as with the 3.4GHZ processor, where for the latter
case it in fact solved more than 50% of the instances with a median time of 57
seconds. We should also note that these results corroborates with the results from
the previous section, such that among the five search heuristics coupled with the
SIR-2 algorithm, the one that solved the most number of puzzles within the give
time limit also has the lowest mean number of explored nodes. Overall, all of
the methods perform decidedly better than the Minion of [GJM06] and at least
three of our hybrid methods perform better than the MAC of [BR96]. We are also
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certain that if we had imposed the 10,000 seconds time limit for each instance
then all of our methods would be able to solve more than 50% of the instances.
Fig. 48. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes - CPU at 1.9GHZ
Fig. 49. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes - CPU at 3.4GHZ
We also wanted to experiment with something we have not tried before. Previ-
ously, we attempted to integrate the dynamic variable - value ordering heuristics
of TNDR and TNFV into the redundantly modeled hybrid consistency algorithms
of IR-2, SR-2 and SIR-2. However, all of these attempts were not fruitful due to
the very high worst-cast time complexity of the resulting algorithms. On the
other hand, we never tried to maintain redundantly modeled hybrid consistency
with any of these algorithms while also employing one of the redundantly mod-
eled arc-consistency with integrated dynamic variable - value ordering heuristics.
So we experimented with MRHC with SIR-2 algorithm while dynamically order-
ing the variables and values with ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics.
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Fig. 50. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes -((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm - CPU at 1.9GHZ
Fig. 51. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes -((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm - CPU at 3.4GHZ
We can observe from figures 50 and 51 that depict the out come for the((TNDR)⊕
RAC), ((TNFV )⊕RAC) and (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics coupled with the
SIR-2 algorithm that they performed better than before. The (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕
RAC) heuristic coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm is the second hybrid method
that can solve more than 50% of the instances within the given time limit.
5.2 Initial parallelization process gives an adequate boost
In this sub-section, we only used the computer with the Quad-Core CPU at
3.4GHZ that possesses eight threads since we employed the initial parallelization
process. We should note that for the set of five heuristics, the initial paralleliza-
tion process was applied up to and including depth two. Around 5% of the time
at depth one and two the minimum domain sizes were both three, which resulted
in a nine way split. At that point, the third variable at depth two with the last
possible assignment to it was not attempted. On the other hand, the initial par-
allelization process was only applied at depth one with the redundantly modeled
arc-consistency with the integrated dynamic variable and value ordering heuris-
tics. Furthermore, we never observed a thread to go dead before the time limit
was reached for the instances that were not solved.
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5.2.1 Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes
The initial parallelization process gave a decent boost to all of the algorithms for
the set of 200 doubly balanced puzzles with 346 punched holes compared to the
results from the previous sub-section. We can observe from figures 52 and 53 that
the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm solved 73% of the
instances with a median time of 14 seconds where as the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC)
heuristic coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm solved 62.5% of the instances with a
median time of 2 seconds. We are pretty confident that if we had imposed the
10,000 seconds time limit then all of the methods would have solved all of the
instances.
Figures 52 and 53 depict at which threads the given instances were solved.
For example, T1 indicates that the given instance was solved along the path
where the first chosen variable was instantiated with it’s first chosen value and
the second chosen variable was instantiated with it’s first chosen value as well.
T2 indicates that the given instance was solved along the path where the first
chosen variable was instantiated with it’s first chosen value where as the second
chosen variable was instantiated with it’s second chosen value. T3 indicates that
the given instance was solved along the path where the first chosen variable was
instantiated with its’s first chosen value where as the second chosen variable
was instantiated with it’s third chosen value. T4 through T6 are similar to T1
through T3, but their first variable is instantiated with it’s second chosen value.
Similarly for T7 and T8, where their first variable is instantiated with it’s third
chosen value. These observations actually give us another perspective on how
well the search heuristics perform. In essence, if the given search heuristic was
able to find more instances on the T1 thread then it was initially able to make
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the better choice by picking the variable and value combination that had the
greatest effect. On the other hand, we only observe threads T1 through T3 for
the redundantly modeled arc-consistency with integrated dynamic variable-value
ordering heuristics since we were only able to employ the initial parallelization
process at depth one. Nevertheless, for the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic T1
indicates that the solution was found with the ((TNDR)⊕RAC) heuristic where
as T2 indicates that the solution was found with the ((TNFV )⊕RAC) heuristic.
Fig. 52. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes - SD, VDOM+, DOM+DEG, SD-LRV-MFV,
SD-MRV-MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm using Initial Parallelization Process
We observe that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm
solved the most instances on thread T1 closely followed by thread T2 and then
thread T4, which is the best performing heuristic in terms of solving the most
number of instances. We also observe that as the heuristics end up solving less
number of instances, they end up solving more instances on threads other than
T1 and T2. This is especially true with the DOM+DEG and the VDOM+, which
solved the most number of instances on threads T4 and T5 respectively. Thus we
can deduce that yet another way to observe the performance of a given search
heuristic is to see if it solved more instances along the path of its initial choices
(the first chosen variable with the first instantiated value) when employing the
initial parallelization process. Furthermore, we can also deduce that if the search
heuristic is not tailored towards the given problem, then the initial parallelization
process would still not make it perform so much better. We observe that the SD
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heuristic and the SD-MRV-MFV heuristics were still not able to solve more than
50% of the instances with the initial parallelization process.
We should point out that the total number of instances solved at thread T1 does
not equal to the total number of instances solved by the sequential algorithms
because these puzzles are not guaranteed to have a single solution. In essence, it
is highly likely that another solution was discovered more quickly in one of the
other threads, which resulted in the total number of instances solved at thread T1
to be lower. Furthermore, it is also possible that the sequential algorithm found
a solution in what we call thread T2 or even at thread T3. This scenario is still
possible even though we never observed a thread to go dead before the time limit
was reached for the instances that were not solved.
We also calculated the standard deviations for these timings. The standard
deviation for the one that employs the SD heuristic is 4.72 yielding an error bound
of 5 percent, the standard deviation for the one that employs the DOM+DEG
heuristic is 5.09 yielding an error bound of 7 percent, the standard deviation for
the one that employs the VDOM+ heuristic is 6.27 yielding an error bound of
8 percent, the standard deviation for the one that employs the SD-LRV-MFV
heuristic is 2.27 yielding an error bound of 5 percent and the standard deviation
for the one that employs the SD-MRV-MFV heuristic is 4.9 yielding an error
bound of 6 percent. It is easy to see that SD-LRV-MFV heuristic coupled with
the SIR2 algorithm is significantly better by many standard deviations from the
other four. This result therefore is statistically significant.
Fig. 53. Doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes - ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm using Initial Parallelization Process
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On the other hand, we can clearly observe that the ((TNFV )⊕RAC) heuristic
has a precedence over the ((TNDR)⊕RAC) heuristic since it yielded more solu-
tions for the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic. Furthermore, both the ((TNFV )⊕
RAC) and the ((TNDR)⊕RAC) heuristics were able to find more solutions on
the thread with the first chosen value for the initial variable.
We also calculated the standard deviations for these timings. The standard
deviation for the one that employs the ((TNFV )⊕RAC) heuristic is 2.41 yielding
an error bound of 3 percent, the standard deviation for the one that employs the
((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) heuristic is 3.21 yielding an error bound of 4 percent, and
the standard deviation for the one that employs the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC)
heuristic is 4.23 yielding an error bound of 7 percent. It is easy to see that
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic coupled with the SIR2 algorithm is significantly
better by many standard deviations from the other two as well as the previously
examined five in figure 5.2. Thus we conclude that the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC)
heuristic coupled with the SIR2 algorithm is the best.
5.2.2 Singly balanced set with 344 punched holes
In this sub-section, as well as in the subsequent sub-sections we only employed our
best two hybrid methods, namely the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic and the (TN(DR||FV )⊕
RAC) heuristics coupled with the SIR-2 algorithm.
Fig. 54. Singly Balanced set with 344 punched holes - SD-LRV-MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm
using Initial Parallelization Process
We observe from figure 54 and 55 that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic was able
to solve more instances, but the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic has a much
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Fig. 55. Singly Balanced set with 344 punched holes - ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic with SIR-2 algorithm using Initial Parallelization Process
better median time. Furthermore, the most instances solved by the SD-LRV-
MFV heuristic is at thread T2, followed by thread T4 and then thread T1. This
indicates that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic is less effective here compared to its
performance on the doubly balanced set with 346 punched holes, since more in-
stances were solved at threads that were not the intial two choices for the variable
and the value that goes with that variable. However, both the ((TNFV )⊕RAC)
and the ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) heuristics were able to find more solutions on the
thread with the first chosen value for the initial variable. We should note that the
(TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic coupled with the SIR2 algorithm has a better
median time then both SATZ and MiniSAT for this test-bed. Furthermore, we
strongly believe that if we had also imposed a 5,000 second time limit for each
instance then almost all of the instances would have been solved with both the
SD-LRV-MFV and the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristics coupled with the SIR-2
algorithm.
5.2.3 Doubly balanced set with 344 punched holes
We observe from figures 56 and 57 that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic was still able
to solve more instances, but the (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic once again has
a much better median time. Furthermore, the most instances solved by the SD-
LRV-MFV heuristic is at thread T5, followed by thread T1. This further indicates
that the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic is becoming less effective compared to its per-
formance on the singly balanced set with 344 punched holes, since more instances
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were solved at threads that were not the intial two choices for the variable and
the value that goes with that variable. Once again, both the ((TNFV )⊕RAC)
and the ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC) heuristics were able to find more solutions on the
thread with the first chosen value for the initial variable. We should note that the
(TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic coupled with the SIR2 algorithm has a better
median time then both SATZ and MiniSAT for this test-bed as well. In addition,
we still strongly believe that if we had also imposed a 5,000 second time limit for
each instance then almost all of the instances would have been solved with both
the SD-LRV-MFV and the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristics coupled with the
SIR-2 algorithm.
Fig. 56. Doubly Balanced set with 344 punched holes - SD-LRV-MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm
using Initial Parallelization Process
Fig. 57. Doubly Balanced set with 344 punched holes - ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic with SIR-2 algorithm using Initial Parallelization Process
5.2.4 Fully balanced set with 344 punched holes
We observe in figure 58 and 59 that both the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic as well
as the (TN(DR||FV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic do not perform well with this test-bed.
This is not a surprise since both the SATZ and the MiniSAT were not able to
perform well with this best as well. The search heuristic SD-LRV-MFV became
very inadequate since it was able to solve more instances on the paths with
the second value for the first variable. We believe that even with more time or
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employing the initial parallelization method up to and including depth three will
not help SD-LRV-MFV heuristic to perform better on this test-bed. It seems
that another tie-breaker or some other type of a heuristic would need to be
incorporated into it. On the other hand, if more time is allocated for each instances
and employing the initial parallelization process up to and including depth two
might make (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic work as good as or better than the
SATZ. However, at the writing of this dissertation, we did not have the resources
to perform this experiment.
Fig. 58. Fully Balanced with 344 punched holes - SD-LRV-MFV heuristics with SIR-2 algorithm using
Initial Parallelization Process
Fig. 59. Fully Balanced with 344 punched holes - ((TNDR) ⊕ RAC), ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) and
(TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) heuristic with SIR-2 algorithm using Initial Parallelization Process
We should also mention the side experiment that we conducted. We picked
one fully solved puzzle board and then we created 500 puzzles by using the
hole patterns in the fully balanced set with 344 punched holes. The outcome
was similar with both of our heuristics. This corroborates with the results in
[ABFGM11] that as the initial boards become more and more balanced, the
puzzles become more and more difficult to solve.
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6 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we studied various enhancement methods for backtracking-
search in solving multiple permutation problems that are NP-complete. We es-
pecially focused on an empirically shown to be the hardest multiple permutation
problem [ABFGM11], namely Sudoku. We came up with a novel way to encode
multiple permutation problems called the natural combined model. Then we came
up with a forward checking algorithm that is explicitly designed and developed for
the natural combined model, called the redundantly modeled forward-checking
algorithm. Then we extended this notion to an arc-consistency algorithm called
redundantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm, where each subsequent rendi-
tions gets rid of propagation redundancy, unnecessary domain-checks and finds
local-inconsistencies. Then we introduced the novel notion of interlinking dynamic
variable ordering with dynamic value ordering, where the dynamic variable or-
dering also considers the values in a given variables domain by using the dynamic
value ordering as a second tie-breaker. We also proposed the concept of integrat-
ing dynamic variable ordering and dynamic value ordering into an arc-consistency
algorithm by using greedy counting assertions. We developed the concept of re-
dundantly modeled hybrid consistency algorithms, where the local-consistency is
imposed between the variables from different redundant models of the problem.
Finally, we introduced an embarrassingly parallel task distribution process called
the initial parallelization process.
We theoretically proved that the limited form of the Hall’s theorem is enforced
by the natural combined model, which implies that our natural combined model
performs as much pruning as channeling constraints. We showed with our em-
pirical results that the “fail-first” principle is confirmed in terms of minimizing
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the total number of explored nodes, but is refuted in terms of minimizing the
depth of the search when finding a single solution, which corroborates with the
results in [SG98, BPW05]. We also showed that as higher and higher levels of
local-consistency are maintained during backtracking-search, the depth of the
search tree as well as the total number of explored search nodes decreases on
average at the phase-transition point. We further showed that the performance
(total number instances solved at the phase transition point within a given time
limit) of a given search heuristic is closely related to the underlying pruning al-
gorithm that is being used to maintain some level of local-consistency during
backtracking-search. We also extended the results in [CDSSV00, SV01] that the
second peak in hardness for very-hard NP-complete problems are also search
heuristic dependent. Moreover, we also showed that the heavy-tail region is also
mitigable, which was shown to be the case for other NP-complete problems in
[HO05, HO06]. Then we empirically demonstrated that employing our redun-
dantly modeled arc-consistency with integrated dynamic variable-value ordering
heuristic (TN(DR||FV )⊕RAC) during backtracking-search performs better than
the algorithms in [L07, C06, CM11] at the phase-transition point for Sudoku puz-
zles of order 4 and 5 as well as the algorithms in [WL10, WM11] for 3D Sudoku
puzzles of order 3. Then we empirically established with the puzzles employed in
[ABFGM06] that most of our combined methods perform better than the MAC of
[BR96] with the revisions proposed in [ADDFM04] as MAC-LAH and the Minion
of [GJM06]. Moreover, we also empirically showed that several of our methods
are better than the Satz of [L97] and and perform relatively same to the MiniSat
of [ES03] for certain type of instances that were employed in [ABFGM11]. The
only puzzles where our methods did not perform well were the puzzles with fully
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balanced hole patterns, where the Satz of [L97] and MiniSat of [ES03] also did
not perform well as shown in [ABFGM11].
There is a lot more work to be done in this area of artificial intelligence. First
and foremost, maybe we can make the redundantly modeled hybrid consistency
algorithms of IR-2, SR-2 or SIR-2 more efficient by attempting different imple-
mentations that can reduce their worst-case time complexity. Or perhaps we can
integrate the local-consistency that is being enforced by them into the redun-
dantly modeled arc-consistency algorithm. Furthermore, other redundantly mod-
eled hybrid consistency algorithms could be designed from various other rules
that humans employ when solving Sudoku puzzles [B07]. Then a more through
research needs to be conducted for a possible third or even a fourth tie breaker
for the SD-LRV-MFV heuristic as we indicated in section 2.3., especially the
additional heuristics we proposed should be more throughly analyzed. It seems
that the search heuristic needs to balance where it picks the next variable to be
instantiated so it counters the effect of the fully balanced hole pattern. Moreover,
we can perhaps experiment with an alternating redundantly modeled arc consis-
tency with integrated dynamic variable and value ordering heuristic, such that
at odd depths we employ the ((TNFV ) ⊕ RAC) heuristic and at even depths
we employ the ((TNDR)⊕RAC) heuristic or vice versa. Finally, employing the
initial parallelization process on a CPU with sixteen or thirty-two threads would
immensely boost the performance, which we were not able to do.
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